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FOREWORD 

As a teacher andas an individual I identify with Golding 

in his concern for education~ and the moral themes displayed 

in his work. I share Golding's belief that man suffers from 

an appalling ignorance of his own nature, and that behind the 

veneer of civilization there exists a darkness which must be 

recognized and accepted if the individual and society are to 

survive. The writer has his novels throw light on the under

standing of humanity, and teachers 5 together with their pupils, 

can through an analysis of the author's work, engage in de

ciphering and grasping the author 1 s message. 

At the moment I started this investigation, there was 

nothing done in relation to Golding's novels in this country. 

Neither did I find an approach similar to mine based on the 

contrast between light and darkness in the Dissertation 

Abstracts. 1 At the beginning I tried to develop Golding's 

central themes in his first three novels, but dueto short

ness and other limita.tions, I finally shortened my comment 

to Lord of the Flies, which is Goldingvs best known novel. 

This book is being widely read in Europe and in the United 

States, where it is included in literary as well as political 

and sociological courses. I hope this study will arise 

1ror a related study see Virginia Tiger ~ Will,iam Golcling : Dark Fields 
of Discovery ( London: Calder 5 19 7 5) .. 
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interest in Golding's novels and help the reader understand 

Golding's work better and, through it, his own self and 

society. 

I began this study under the guidance of Dr. Ian Mc.Niven, 

who soon left our university and then continued this analysis 

with Lic. Ursula K6tt de Morales to whom I am indebted for her 

patience and kindness in helping me finish this work. I must 

thank and very warmly Dr. Dolores Brunner for her reading of 

the draft and valuable suggestions. My gratitude also to 

Lic. Marco Flores for his reading of this analysis. I am 

especially grateful to Lic. Alicia Cervantes de Rivera who 

devoted part of her vacation time to the reading of the final 

draft, and to proof-reading it. To all of them my sincerest 

gratitude. 



INTRODUCTION 



I have chosen as the basis for my study the contrast 

between light and darkness to prove Golding ' s thesis about 

the latent wickedness in human nature because this parallel

ism suits Golding's view of man as a being who has to choose 

constantly between wrong and right, flesh and spirit, in 

short, between his dark and his bright side. Golding ex

presses his thought about evil in human nature as follows: 

Man is a fallen being ... His nature is sinful and his state 
perilous . . . I looked round me f or sorne convenient f orrn in 
which this thesis might be worked out, and found it in the 
play of children, and decided. . . to try to show how the 
shape of the society they evolved wo'lld be conditioned by 
their diseased, their fallen roture.· 

Indeed, most of the images that rotate around Golding's 

concept of evil in his fictional world are expressed in 

terms of light and darkness. Light is identified with 

reason, peace:1 and goodness lD man; darkness with irration-

ality, fear;; and corruption of the self. 

In this work I will limit the study of the author~s 

concern with evil and some other relevant aspects to his 

first novel Lord of the Flie~, with brief references to his 

second and third novels, 

Lord of the Flies is susceptible of several leve~s of 

interpretation and analysis. Critics with an inclination 

1william Golding, The Hot Gates (l.Dndon: Faber & Faber, 1965) :J :p. 88 ° 
Subsequent references to tln.s work and edition H.G. 

7 
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towards psychology see the novel as a dramatization of psycho-

2 
logical theory; the boys placed on an island without any author-

ity, establish a new society in wich primitivism soon arises with 

its myths, rituals and taboos. From a political point of view, 

the novel can be interpreted as the destruction of democracy by 

irrational totalitarianism~ oras an attack upon British imperial

istic ideals. Those interested in sociology see how the aesence 

of civilized restraints convert society into something despica

ble and brutish. The religious-minded see in the novelan alle

gory of original sin. And as Hynes states, nLorcL.of . J:he Flie..s 

should be read as a moral novel embodying a conception of human 

depravity which is compatible with, but not limited to, the 

O 
. . • f! 3 Christian doctrine of riginal sin. 

The novel offers an ironical presentation of the myth of 

paradise lost in khich Golding analyses man's ancestral ~ear of 

the unknown which makes the boys create the beast, the snake~ 

symbolic of original sin. It is also a study of the sense of 

guil t which does not allow the· OOY$ ·.to enjoy spiri tual heal th and 

securitty and which mo.kes them look far a scapegoat to expiate their 

si-ns~ 

2see Claire Rosenfield, nMen of a Smaller Growth: A Psychological ana.1-
ysis of William Goldip.g's lord of the _Flies," Literature and Psychology, 
XI (Aui:umn, 1961) Jn William Nels·on, ed. William Goldmg' s Lord of the 
Flies: A ~ource Book (New York: The Odyssey Press '.) 1%3), pp.121-32. 
Subsequent references to articles frDm this book, lDF (N). 

3samuel Hynes, Willi~ Golding (New York: Columbia University Friess, 
1964)5 p. 16. 
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The novel also shows as I will try to demonstrate in this ana

lysis, that social, economical, and political forces, althougn 

powerful agents in the destruction of society,are not the wri

mary source of evil. The main cause is located in man. 

Evil is an important theme in the novels of William Gold-

ing. He analizes evil in the individual and in society in 

Lord of the Flies; he sees evil as a result of consciousness 

in The Inheritors; andas a total corruption of the self in 

4 
says Hynes, Golding Pincher Martin. 

- -
As a religious man 

is concerned with the nature of good and evil, guilt and respon

sibility, the meaning of death and free will, themes that he de-

velops respectively in his first four novels. But his main 

preoccupation is man's depravity, for Golding considers that 

11 good can look after itself; it is self-propagating. The 

weight of any investigation must be in asking why man comtnits 

evil; rather than why he sometimes <loes good.n 5 

There are different positions in relation to the corrup-

tion of human beings. Sorne think evil is part of our nature, 

while others firmly believe man is essentially good and it 

is society that corrupts him. Although Golding favors the 

first posi tion when he says '.l "We all saw a hell of a lot 1in 

4samuel Hynes, nNovels of a Religious I'1an,·: , in IDF (N), p. 70. 

5 Jack Biles, Talk: Conversations wi th William (3oldin (New York: 
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.'.j 1970 , p. 106~ 
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the war that can 1 t be accounted for·1 except on the basis of 

original evil. Man is born to sin. Set him free, and he will 

b . t R v ' bl ~ .. 6h d e a sinner, no ousseau s no e savage, " e oes not give 

usa straight answer to the problem. He says that there is 

evil in human beings, and that it is our duty to discover evil 

where it might be and deal with it the best we can with ou'r 

inner resources. If pride blinds us, we will behave as the hun

ters, the inheritors, and Pincher Martin do when they locate evil 

in the outside world, losing the opportunity to rescue our selves 

from darkness. 

This need for self-awareness and the use of nhubris," a 

blind pride, that darkens sorne characters' minds and leads, them 

to their ruin, remind us that Golding devoted twenty years to the 

study of Greek literature, It is not surprising then to fir.d 

other Greek influences in his fiction. 7 His use of light and 

darkness to illustrate man' s dichotomy corresponds to the s~ggie 

between the rational and the irrational in Greek dramas. His 

treatment of animalism in ~uman nature is based on the ctassical 

concept of barbarism as the predominance of the dark instincts 

and low passions over rea.son. His introduction of the myths of 

Ajax and Prometheus as parodies in Pincher Martín is partly due 

6Golding in an interview with M~urice fulbier printed in the New York 
Herald Tribune on May 20~ 1962 and reprinted in Biles, p. 105. 

7ror a further study of Greek influence on Ciolding's novels, see 
Bern.ard Dick, William Golding (Michigan: William B. Eerdmans, 1969), 
and James Baker 5 William Golding (New York: Twayne Publishers, 1969). 



to the fact that his narratives are essentially myths. Golding has said: 

Well,, wrat I would regartl ,::1s a. "h'"lemendous compliment to myself, 
would be if someone would substitute the woro umythn for nfable" 
because I think a myth is a much profounder and IIDre significant 
thi.ng than a fa.bleº I do feel fable as being an invented thing 
on the surface whereas myth is something which comes out from the 
roots of things in the ancient :3ense of being the key to existence, 
the whole meaning of life, and experience as a whole. 8 

Other Greek elements that contribute to enrich the symbol

ism of Golding 9 s novels are the use of tragic irony where the 

destiny of a character is obvious to everyone but the indi~ 

vidual, the utilization of choirboys in Lord of the Flies 

and the inner voices 1.n Pincher Martinas choruses~ the use of 

f~te as a force that controls the characters' lives against 

laws of probabili ty,, and deus-ex-machina deviaes in his endings. 

But it is in the choice of an appalling situation in which Gold

ing places his protagonists to attain enlightenment that his 

fiction best shows Greek influence. Golding makes us awar.e: of :the 

9 darkness of the human heart, by awakening in us horror 9 pain, 

and compassion towards our own nature and selves. That is, he 

chooses the elements of Greek tragedy to shake the contemporary 

audience and mab:; i t react in bewilderment to the latent wicked -

8Golding in a.n interview with Frank Kennode:, 11The Meaning of It All, 1'' 
Lord of the Flies, Casebook Edition edited by Ja'Iles R. Baker & A.rthur 
P. Ziegler- (New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1964), p, 197. Subsequent 
references to this edition will be included in the text as LDF (C). 

9rn an interview with James Keating, Golding says tliat he has never 
read Conrad's Heart of Darkness, and tha.t if there is a similar thematic 
presentation it is because both ·write about humanity. Baker and Ziegler, 
LOF (C) '.) p. 194Q 
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ness in man, ready to be released, regardless of race, faith 

or social condition. Golding reinforces this view when he 

wri tes in relation to the nvilE:ness beyond all words n dur.ing 

the Second World War> his country, and Lord of thc Flies: 

One of our faults is to believe tha.t evil is somewhere else a..rid 
inherent in another nation. My book was to say; you think that now 
that the war is over andan evil thing destroyed, you are saf~ be
causE~ you are naturally kind and decent. But I know why the thing 
rose in Ge::mitV. I know i t could happen in any country. It could 
happen here. 

Precisely, Golding chooses British children and Neander

thals for his first two novels to show us t:hat evil comes from 

within, and that it: is not limited by age, race, or time, for 

" h . A f I ' I 'H 1· 1 " 1 d. 1 d t ere is no ge o nnocence ) · says iynes. ºº.~inga so e-

liberately crea.tes microcosms to observe the motives of the 

disintegration of the self and society. 

In Lord of the Flies the microcosm offers an imaginative 

disintegration of society from a sophisticated level back to a 

primitive state. 

In The Inheritors the microcosm serves to prove the sur-

vival of the fittest. Here Golding shows that biological evolu

tion and technological progress do not mean moral or social 

development. The Horno Sapiens, better equipped physically and 

technologically, destroy the Neanderthals who fail precisely 

10 H.G., p. 89. 

11 Hynes, p. 15G 
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because of the innocence of their pre-human condition. T~us , 

the deprived tribe is ironically the inher)itor of the earth. 

In Pincher Martín the microcosm is Pincher's mind , ~nd 

the whole action centers on an exhausting analysis of one as-

pect of human nature, greed, and i. ts consequences a t the moment 

of death. Man has to learn the ''.' technique of dying into heav-

,, 12 h · ·· 1- h 1 . 1 ~ 1 1 . d b en, d w icn means 11e as to ive se :r ess y in or, er to , e 

prepared for his final dissolution. 

his agony in a sort of after-life. 

Otherwise, he will prolong 

Although Golding chooses remote and isolated surroundings 

for his novels~ he is a man greatly interested in modern society. 

Not cnly d0es he try to show the latent wickedness in human ' nature 

in his novels, but he also undertakes the task of breaking three 

well-established beliefs in contemporary society: (1) that 

children are innocent, kind and harmless~ and that it is society 

that corrupts them ; ( 2) that the average man is incapable of 
1 

spiritual degradation under favorabl e conditions; and (3) that 

intelligence, education and will are enough to face life and 

death. I will try to demonstrate by an analysis of light and 

darkness in plot, characters, setting and scenery,not only the 

latent wickedness in human nature, but also Goldingis sk~llful 

achievement of his other aims. 

12 . h . 71 Pinc~er Martin~ p. Subsequent ref erences to this novel~ P.M.. 



LIGHT AND DARKNESS IN PLOT 



The story in the Lord of the Flies is very simple. It 

.lS a pa.rody of adventure stories set in the Pacific Islands 
1 

in the same styl e as Ba l lantine;s Coral Island. Golding 

takes a group of British boys conditioned by western educdtion 

and Christian beliefs, and places thern on a desert island in 

arder to determine what they are capable of becoming, angels 

or devils. Golding gives them a good start; a paradisal 

setting._, food > water:, a fire, and a democratic gov ernment 

which reinforces their sense of arder, justice, and comrade 

ship. While the boys wait to be rescued, they devote them-

selves to games and pig-hunting . The irony is that t he p~r-

a micro -reproduction of the cruel war from which they wer~ 

c scaping in the moment of their ,s.1.,rivo.l on thE-: island, Wh6.t 

c auses the destruction o f thi s society? This is what the' 

st:ory i s a bout. 

If the motiv es of the boysr behavior are readily re~og

nized by the reader, what keeps the interest of the nove ~ 

then? 2 nd if there is a thesis 3 how convincing will it be? 

Golding conveys his message by means of a chain of events 

logically developed and symbolically wel l-supported, and lbv 

displaying his t echnique of contl., a.sting forces '.) recurring 

motifs ~and parall e l isms, all thi s in t erms of .black and white 

imagery. 
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Sin.ce Lord of the Flies J.s a narr·ativ(:: in which plot is 

interwined with the other elements of the novel. many impór-

tant events in each chapter will be dis cussed in the analts is 

of the characters, ::.;etting , and scener1y. 

ments on p lot will be centered mainly on the meaning of the 

huntings, the games , the beast , and the rescue . Although the 

chapter h eadings are self-explanatory , and indicate the main 

event or e v ents in each chapter, a brief summary of each will 

be giv e n to keep the sequence of the ac tion. 

THE SOUND OF THE SHELL 

C1ues about the symbo lic roles that people and objeclts 

are to t ake later in the novel are introduced in this cha~ter. 

It emphasizes the initial playful tone of the activities ~f 

the boys, to make their l ater metamorpho sis more appalling. 

It also underlines the imperialistic cultural heritage of 

thes e Br1 i tish boys ',l who on their firr; t exp l oration "sa.vou¡r'.ecfi 

the right: o f domina tion :, n and e xclaim: 

spreading ü1eir arms as if they tried to cover a11 the do,nain 

of the island. Concomitant wi th this colonial view-poin~ , 

considerations about the easy degeneration of militarism into 

totalitarianism are introduced. To this respect Coskr en lsavs, 

"LOF caE3 tiga tes th c. Western democracies for their blind a¡c -

ceptanc e of salvation through militarism . It pictures trie 
1 
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tragi c destruction of any society which nourishes and exalts 

t 1- d . + tr 11 1. .. 1e .ic .... a :)r. 

A criticism on the two opposing roles that civilization 

plays in modern life is also presentad in the novel. Civllized 

manners are a necessary social curb to keep man' s dark ~n-

stincts under control. At the same time, technological prog-
1 

ress is leading the world to its des truction with its mo~tal 

weapons, pollution , and the exploitation of the weakest. As 

a cons equence, there i s another theme which Golding is very 

concerned with, that of survival in a physical and spiritual 

way. These aspects are more deepl~ developed.in Goldin~:s 

second and third nov~ls, The Inheritors and Pincher Mar~1n . 

Ralph, the main character , opens this chapter ,. Through 

his talk with Piggy, the boy who is behind him, it is re

vealed that the passenger tube in which the boys traveled 
1 

was removed from the front cabin when the plane was presum--

able being bombarded during an atomic war in anear fu ture . 

The pilot and crew disappeared into the 

children on the island by themselves. 

s e a , l eaving thc 

The most outstanding events in the chapter are th~ 

finding of t he shell, the presentation of a11 th e: boys and 

1 Thanas Marcellus Coskren, nrs Golding Calvinistic?n J_n l.DF (C) , 
p. 259. 
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of their organization, and Jackvs, Ralph's and Simon's first 

exploration of the island. It should be pointcd out here, as 

Coskren obs.erves, that Golding chooses 11 as explorers those 

who have dominated the history of man: the totalitarian, the 

. . . ') 
parl.1menta.rian and the mystic....:pcet. n L. Thc: title cf the cnapter 

refers to the finding of the shell and to its use as a kind 

of trumpet for sumrnoning the boys} who imrnediately invest it 

with a symbolic meaning of order and justice. The chapter 

clases with a view of the children's personalities, whose 

behavior does not indicate any significant predisposition 

to evil. It will be the authorws job to carry out his the -

sis about the disintegration of boys and society in the 

following chapters. 

FIRE ON THE MOUNTAIN 

This chapter shows how f ear, irresponsibility, and 

intolerance are powerful agents in the destruction of society. 

It is a boy wi th a dark birthmar-ik on his face who first men

tions the ii snake-thing '' 1 01,.., :;bcastie, ;·; undermining the boys' 

confidence in themselves and in their society. Significant-

ly the chapter clas es whcn the marked bey is burned by the 

careless use of fire. Later his ashes will make Ralph weep 

2 Coskren , p. 258. 
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and become sick when he touches the boy's body (turned intc 

part of a hJrnt patch, 3 ) a few seconds before he mistakes the 

airman for the beast: 

Thus} 

Ralph put his hand in the cold, soft ashes of the 
fire and smothered a cry. His hand and shoulder 
were twitching from the unlooked-for contact. Green 
lights of nausea appeared for a moment and ate into 
the dai...,kness (_LO.i_'.3 p. 1:3 5). 

through Ralph's physical reaction all the horror 

of spiritual illness is expressed. 

The main action of this chapter centers on the organiza

tion of the boys' society) on the quick forgetfulness of the 

rules, and the confusion that this carries, and especially 

on the election of Jack's hunters as meat-providers and pro-

tectors of the fire. These jobs require patience, devotion, 

and generosity, qualities that the hunters lack. Para-

doxically, the boys' welfare, and the survival of society 

are left in the hands of the least appropriate people. 

In the same way as fire and shell serve RS symbolic 

devices, the theme of rescue~ which emerges as a natural 

3 nr think it has not been generally noticed thc=1t the only satisfac
tory reading of a pa.ssage 11 para.griaphs (cited above) fran the end of 
chapter 7 of Golding 1 s l..Drd of the Flies is tha.t Ralph has touched 
the corpse of the mulberry--patch boy· who perished in thc fire at the 
end of chapter 2. ti tTacob Leed, ºGolding v s lDrd of the Flies, n The 
Explicator, XXIV (Septerni":>er 1%5)) p. 8. 
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consequence of the boys' situation , becomes fundamental to 

the understanding of plot, characterization, and meaning. 

Ralph brings out the theme of rescue whenever the children's 

spirit lowers,as it happens in this chapter. 

beast-talk arises, Ralph exclaims: 

S0 5 when the 

nwe want to be rescued ; 2.nd of course we shall be 
rescued." Voices babbled. The simple statement , 
unbacked by any proof but the weight of Ralphvs n ew 
authority, brought light and happiness (~O~., p. 41). 

But happiness does not last long. Gloomily, Roger the 

darkest character introduces uncertainty: 

11 I've been wa.tching the sea. There hasn't been 
the trace of a ship. Perhaps we'll never be res
cued.n 

A murmur rose and swept away. Ralph took back 
the conch. 

iir said before we ' 11 be rescued sometime. We' ve 
j u s t g o t to w ai t ~ t ha t ' s a 1 J.. '¡ ( LO F :, p " 4 7 ) . 

Ralphvs persuasive réply does not control the boys. Jack 

fights with Piggy, and disdains Ralphis authority. Jack 1 s 

intolerance will b e decisive in the breaking of society. 

HUTS ON THE BEACH 

The building of huts helps to point out the laziness 

of the boys, and to criticize the frailty of social insti-

tutions. One of the huts collapses) and the others are 
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not strong enough to protect the boys from the elements. 

Ralph's effort in establishing a sort of home fails, an¿ 

the id e a of rescue we akens, for the boys f ind games and 

hunting more immediately rewarding than an improbable re~urn 

to England. Indeed:, the childr•en have a:Ll the n.ecessary el-

ements te survive,and they are getting accustomed to the pri~ 

itive living that the island offers. Survival now becomes a. 

matter of spiritual salvation, and the adventure story ac-

quJ.res r ·eligious overtones. 

This chapter also ra.1.s es irnpo1,.,ta.nt issues about commu --

nication, fearJ different ways of life, and social organi-

za.tion. Jack and Ralph try in vain to make each other und e r 

stand their new concept of life. Jack finds it difficult to 

1-:-iemember whc:.t rescue is . lronically , he is the first boy to 

bring out this topic, only to be its fiercest opponent as 

his mind darkens . Jack also becomes inarticulate in his 

efforts to explain the fear and the feelings h e experie~ces 

when he 1s hunting ; 

11 But you can feel as if you 1 re not hunting , but 
being hunted; as if something's behind you l all 

the time in the jungle. 
That's how you can f e el in the forest . Of course 
there's nothing in it. Only ___ only ___ 'T(LOF, 
p. 57). 
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But Jack is unable ·to communicate wha.t he wants. He i~ 

losing his power of expression, the most valuable human qual

i ty. Wi thout communj_cation no understanding is possible, and 

consequently antagonism arises between Jack and Ralph. In 

fact, "they walked a.long '.' two continents of experience and 

feeling, unable to comunícate" (LO:r:_, p. 60). Both boys sta.rt 

to define their future roles 3 Ralph as a builder and Jack as 

a destroyer. 

Ralphvs f~ilure in making the children work implies a 

hard criticism on the excessive freedom of democracy, and 

the myth of communal life. To this respect Coskren says: 

And it is probably through the figure of Jack 
tha.t Wi1liam Golding pronounces his sc~verest 
condemnation of the romantic myth of human prog
ress. For, in the last analysis , it is the dicta
tor who has benefited most from Rousseauts social 
view. When man's efforts toward progress and 
eventual fulfillment~ however altruistic his m0ti 
va tion ~ proceed from s1oppy thinking :, then brute--~ 
force takes over to direct the course of progress 
and subverts even the good in human nature to its 
own destructive ends. 4 -

Men left on their own do not create a paradise. They 

tend to take advantage of each other. Ralph's lack of ag-

gressiveness is nota solution. On the other hand, Jack's 

belief in imposing his cede based on na strong hand, " leads 

4 Coskren, p . 257 . 
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to terror, torture , captivity , d c struction, and death. The 

implications are complex. Golding says tliat "the sha.pe of a 

society must dep end on the ethical nature of the individual 

and not on any political system however apparently logical or 

respectable. 115 Nevertheless , people need sorne kind of goverg 

ment to rule themselves. The better balanced the political 

machinery is, the better results there must be. 

PAINTED FACES AND LONG HAIR 

This chapter depicts the painting of the boys' faces ) 

their dirty appearance and their nakedness as the first 

symptoms of the childrenis savagery. The events are full 

of revealing details about social and psychological changes. 

The split between destroyers and builders in the previous 

chapters deepens here:, and the ','littlunsº start suffe~ing 

11 untold terrors in the da:rkg (ID~, p·. 64) " LC\.n apparently boy -

ish event illustrates this division. Percival and Johnny j 

the smallest boys , amuse themselves by building sand cas

tles, but two "biguns, 11 .Maurice and Roger '.) des troy the cas •

tles" throwing s tones 2..nd sand a t the n 1i t-tluns, n to exer-

cise their power. When Percival leaves the beach crying, 

5 Ouoted by Paul Elmen~ Willia.m Golding: A Critica.1 Essa.y (Miclrigan: 
William B. Eerdmans Pub1ishing Co , ~ · 1~'l67) ') p. 19 
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Maurice experiences that 

i~ h~s other life, he h~d received chastisement for 
f1ll1ng a younger eye with sand. Now, though there 
was no parent to let falla h eavy hand, Mauric ~ still 
felt the unease of wrongdoing. At the back of l his 
mind formed the uncerta in outlines of an excuse. He 
muttered something about a swim and broke into a trot' 
( LOF ) p . 6 5 ) • 

In Maurice ' s r epentance and in the boys ' difficulty in 

adjusting to a new rhythm of life so different from the il north 

ern Euronean tradition of work, play, and food ( LOF, p. 6 4) ; 

there is still hope for alife of order and law . J2ck's de-

vice of camouflaging the boys nfor hunting. . .k 
.Ll e lD the war .. < 

Like things trying to look like something else 11 (LOF ~ ----
p. 68), is the turning point of the novel. The boys itjdeed 

behave like something else } and end up by being beasts . To 

reinforc e this view, the chapter ends with a ritual dance in 

which Maurice plays the role of a pig. The irony is t ~at the 

parody takes place shortly after t h e real kilJing of a
1

pig 

anda meat-feast. From this moment on , games and real i ty , 
1 

rnasks and identity start t o fuse. 

The pa ssing by of a ship is a nother symbolic a nd iron

ical event. The ship, the ve.hiele that may rescue the ¡:world 

of longing and baffled common--sens e, n from Hthe brilliant 

world of hunting, tactics , fierce exhila ration , skill, ,1 (LOF ~ 

p. 77) is gone in the moment that the boys begin a lif~ of 
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bloodlust. 

Meat 1s 1n effe.ct ~ an appropriate metaphor for sin.
1 

Simon's throwing of his meat to Piggy is an act of libenation 

more than one of chari ty. The others cannot get rid of -tlhe 

ternptation of the meat and eat i t gluttonously. The ch4pter 

opens and closcs with fear of d a r k n ess, which becomes terror 

in the following chapter. 

BEAST FROM WATER 

nBeast from Water 1
' is the most seri ous outburst of the 

boys v terror which ma.kes theJT; crea te a sea.-monster tha t $um

marizes their lone liness 5 supers titions , a nd ina bility t o 

comfort one another. Ralph's efforts to control the boys 

and Simon's discovery about human na ture a r e happenings that 

dev elop around the key event , the assemb l y h o ld , signi f icant 

ly, in the darkness of night . 

When Ralph senses that order is slipping out of his 

hands, he carefully plans his t alk far t he most important 

assembly, for 11 this meeting must not be fun but business . 11 

LOF, p. 83). Contrary to his custom :, Ralph devotes himself 

to philosophical speculations about the nature of man, try

ing to understand the deterioration of the children. ~e 

finds his present life wearisome ·, "remembering the first 

enthusiastic exploration as though i t were pa.rt of a brighter 
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childhood n (~91~_ 3 p. 83). He tries to '1put things straight 1
; 

(LOF, p. 86), but Jack's cunning in suggesting that the beast 

is an animal spoils Ralphws efforts. Later, Jack tries to 

convince the children that no beast can live on a small isl2nd 

like that~ but it is too late, he has already planted the seed 
1 

of doubt~ and sorne of the boys excl~im that the beast cocies 

from th.e sea:, or that it is sorne sort of a ghost. Ra lph at

tempts to rationali ze f ear, and considers that voting is the 

best wa.y of deciding about ghor,ts . To Ralph ' s surprise ! the 

boys do believe in ghosts, in the beast, in terror. Ralph 

senses tha~ "the world, that understandable and lawful world ~, 

was slipping away. Once there was this and that; and now 

and the ship h2.d gone. '1 q:1OF'_') p" 9 9). fc)r Ralph this is the 

beginning of chaos. 

There are also sorne events in this chapter that stress 

one of Golding's recurring themes, man's creation of his . 

own hell . Golding does not a llow us to forget the boy killed 

by the fire, the symbol of hell. Percival's dreadful fanta 

sies about a beastie, reminds Ralph of ¡;another sma.11 boy 

who h2.d sto0d like this and he flinch ed away from the m~mory!í 

In the previou.s chapter, Henry º who was also 

a distant relative of that other boy whose mulberry marked 

face had not bE.0 en seEn. since the evening o f the great fi:re 11 

( LOF ') p. 6 S) , finds plcasure in hurting li ttle f ish. Thus :· 
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two separate scenes evoke the burned boy~ and emphasize the 

dcvilish tendencies in the apparently innocent boys who arE 

. 6 
1·capable of producing evil as a bee p1...,o duc c s honey. · 

The image of the burned boy also acquires another dimen

sion as the victim of man t s :¡;:,assions. To this respect Whitley 

says: i'The passion developing a.mong the boys is to undergo 

a similar progress and its rcsults are foreshadowed in the 

death, by fire, of the small boy with the mulberry-coloured 

birthmark. 117 To placate these passions~ J2.ck feverishly 

excla ims : 

"'Bollocks to the rules! WE::- 1 re strong we hunt ! 
If there ~ s a beast:, we 1 11 hunt i t down ! --w-e--' 11 
close in and beat and beat and beat ~ ,¡ (LO~, 
p. 100). 

This is exactly what Jack will do from now on. 

Jack will destroy things and peopl e tha t do not adjust to his 

plans. The ritual dance will emerg e more frantically in ea.ch 

crisis, not mitigating but arousing more violence in the boys . 

In the moment they gct accustomed to the chaos provoked by 

their self-indulgence, their hell starts . The source of terror 

will not be easily located in a beast or non-hunters anymore. 

6 
H.Gº, p. 87 

...., 
1 John Whitley,',.Williarn Golding (london ; The Camelot Press Ltd . , 1970), 

p. 34. . . 
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The boys will ·experience the worst of horrors , that coming 

from excessive power in the hands of lunatics. 

A touching scene depicts the agony of the minority 

unable to control its destiny. Percival, the smallest anda 

nsilent effigy o.f S..J rrow , '1 (_!:OF , p. 95) explodes as if: 

A spring had been tapped, far beyond the reach of 
authority or even physical intimidation. The cry
ing went on, breath after breath , and seemed to sus 
tain him upright as if he were nailed to it. 

nshut up! Shut up~" 
For now the littluns were no longer silent . They 
were reminded of their personal sorrows; and perhaps 
felt themselves to share in a sorrow that was univer 
sal. They began to cry in sympathy, two of them 
a lmost as J.oud as Per)cival (LOF_, p. 95). 

Only that soon there won't be a conch ) ora mild Sirrwn for 

them to turn their eyes to for comfort. 

The chapter opens in darkness~ and clases at midnight 

with a pathetic scene in which Ralph~ Simon, and Piggy ask 

for a sign from an adult world, which, ironically~ is as 

pitiless as the one the hunters are establishing on the 

island. 

BEAST FROM AIR 

Th e sign comes in the form of a parachutist who is 

killed during tl bombardment. He falls while the children 

are asleep,therefore : 
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At he time there was no child awa ke toread it . 
There was a sudden bright explo s i o n anda corks~rew 
trail across the sky; then darkness a ga in and ttars . 
There wa s a speck above the isla nd, a figure dr$ p
ping swiftly b e neath a para.chute ;, a fi gure tha t *1ung 
wi th dangling limbs, ( LOF :; p .. 104) º 

Early in thc morning the twins discover it ; 

He (Eric ~ did not like to remember it ( the firs t fireJ, 
and'look~d away at the mountain-top .. . ' 

Sam looked at Eric irritably. The intensi t y 0f 
Eric's gaze made the direction in which he look~d 
terrible~ for Sam had his back to it . . . Fifteeh 
yards awáy fromthem carne the plopping noise of fab -
ric blown open (LOF~ pp. 106-7). 

1 

Golding links the burned patch with the top of the fuoun

tain and the parachutist, obviously to establish a paral~cl-

ism between the two worlds in ruins . 

The twins do not explore the na ture of the noise, 

rush to tell Ralph and the others t heir own vers i on of t t.. , -

beast, creating a commotion that Ralph is ha.rdly able to c op e 

with. Ralph organizes an expedition leaving the litt l un~ i n 

charge of Piggy. As the boys approach Castle Ro ck , t h e ~ get 

more scared. Ralph, overcoming his own fear, sets out ~o 

face the beast alone. He feels that something deeper m~kes 

him say;¡ "Iim chief . rv11 go. Don't argue" (LOF, p. 114) . 

He soon discovers that his f ear disappears as h e r c gains 

confidence in himself , and in the world around him . Raltjh 
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enters Castle Rock alone but is immediately joined by Jack , 

who says that he does not want to leave Ralph by himself. 

Thus, for a while~ their old comradeship is reestablished . 

The children feel happy when they see Ralph and Jack safe , 

and at once get involved in games, forgetting the purpose of 

the exploration. Ralph scolds them for their irresponsibili 

ty, and makes them realize .that the only solution is to search 

for the beast in the mountain. The boys reluctantly obey him, 

and Ralph restores his leadership. 

SHADOWS AND TALL TREES 

This chapter narrates the hunting of the beast through 

the forest and underlines the shadowing of the boys 7 minds . 

There are several scenes which illustrate the dangers of 

ritual games, the implications being that evil is latent in 

every individual and that horror comes from within. 

While the children rest and eat, Ralph examines the dirt 

on his body and sees the urgency of clean clothing , a haircut 

and manicure. He naiscovered with a little fall of the heart 

that these were the conditions he took as normal now and that 

he did not mind 1
' ( LOF, p. 121). Then he takes r·efuge in 

his dreams and recalls his past life at home, where he used 

toread, ride ponies 1 and dress well. He is almost asleep 
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when h e is awakened by 2 boar. Ralph hits it mis taking it 

for the beast , but Jac k corrects him. In fact, Ralph is awak

en to a life 11full of fright and arprehensir :1 and pr>id e :; n 

(_I-;OF, p. 124) where he experiences that nhunting was good af

t(:r all :, ( LOF, p. 12 5 ). fa.iling to ki ll the b oar:, the ~oys 

e nact a ritual dance with Robert as a target. Ralph joins 

Jack shouted. 
1¡Make a ring ! ,i 
The circle moved in and round . Robert squealed i n 

mock terror, then in real pain ... 
All at once: Robert was screaming and struggl~ng 

with the strength of frenzy. Jack had him by the 
hair and was brandishing his knife. Behind him lwas 
Roger, fighting to get clase. The chant rose ritual
ly, as the last moment of a dance ora hunt. 

HKi ll the pig! Cut his throat! Kill the pi~ ~ 
Bash him in!" 

Ralph too was fighting to get near, to get a ~and
ful of that brown, vulnerable flesh. The desi~~ t o 
squeeze and hurt was over-mastering (LOF, p. 1~6) . 

Ashamed of himself because he has tried to hurt Rob~rt ~ 

Ralph apologizes by saying that it was justa game. Mauriice 

adds that they need a drum t e makc their hunting more real

istic , but the wounded Rob0r t argues that what they wa nt is 

a real pig for they ought to kill it n ext. At the same time 

that this passage fullfils the r equirements of realism in 

plot 5 character, and language:, i t clearly p oin ts c ut that 

evc::n thr::; b :;st chi1dr e n are not fre e of murdf'..rous ., passions ~ 

The passag2 is a pr0moniticn of the killing o f the sow and 
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of Simon~ and of the horrors to come. 

Ra.lph 1' s scarch for the beast ancl his attack on the tioar 

do not impress the children for long. Fo:c the first t-irne 
. ........ 1 

Ralph senses Jack's antagonism whenever he ceases to lead, 

and realizes how much Jack hates him. Jack accuses Ralph 

of cowardice, and forces him to set out for the beast to the 

top of the mountain º Ra.lpti I s common sense tells him to g:) 

during the day, when there is a chance to fight the beast 

and distinguish its nature . Besides, Ralph very humanely 

lithought of the li ttluns and Piggy ., Vividl.y he imagined 

Piggy by himself ) huddled in a shelter that was silent ex

cept for the sounds of nightma.re n (LOI:, p , :129), Ralph éjl l so 

sees the children need rest and food, but he cannot ignore 

,Jack 1 s challenge) and ÍiEposing courage on comrnon sense he 

leaves far the mountain. 

All the elements of the closing s cene are favorabl e , for 

a misinterpretation of the airman, the darkness of night, 

Jackts and Ralph's fatigue, and Roger's mutism . When Jab k 

tells them that h e has seen something on the top, they dp 

not investigate . The y sirnply see what their fear inspir~ s 

them to interpret, fleeing in panic. 

Pre-conceived ideas a.bout gods a nd demons are so deeply 

rooted in man 1 s nature that they are di fficult to eradiqate. 
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Man always seeks in his suffering j ignorance , and pride for 

an exterior source of evil . This ir:; cas ie1 ... than to carry out 

his responsibility . Thus , the boys s ee in·thc ap e- like figure 

a beast that could a ssume their inner troubles. 

GIFT FOR DARKNESS 

17 Gift for Darkness :·¡ J.s the off ering of the pig 1 s head to 

the beast, which is the darkness already established in thP 

boys 1 hearts. Ralph opens the chapter by telling the boys 

about their discovery the night before,which horrifies the 

children,especially Piggy. In his desperation Ralph offends 

Jack_, for he sees thc hunters for v,1hat -they really are~ ;1 boys 

armed wi th sticks .·; (_&_ºF '.'I p. 13 8). Jack takes advantage of 

this a.nd summons an E1 ssembly with the purpm3e of overthrowing 

Ralph. The boys do not support Jackj and he departs feeling 

highly re-scntful. 

Jack 1 s perception that the existence of a beast could be 

an ally te, m2intai n and control hiE a.rmy contr1asts wi th Simon is 

cLisbelie:f in a. bf-:.ast wi th cla.ws ~ teet:11. ,and speed, but which lacks 

the power to catch the twins. While Simon sets out to the 

mountain to clarify the mystery , Jack declares himself chief 

and invites the hunters, who by now support him~ to pursue a 

pig in arder to hav e a feast and celehrate their triumph. 



The killing of the sow marks Jack 1 s graduation in slaugh

ter and the culmination of the evil that he had started to 

release when he broke Piggy's glasses. Jack finds the sleeping 

sow surrounded by piglets, and orders his hunters to throw 

their spears at them: 

They surrounded the covert but the sow got away with 
the sting of another spear in her flank. The trail
ing butts hindered her and the sharp, cross-cut 
points were a torment. She blundered into a tree, 
forcing aspear still deeper; and after that any of 
the hunters could follow her easily by the drops of 
vivid blood ... Jack was on top of the sow, stabbing 
downward with his knife. Then Jack found the thrbat 
and the hot blood spouted over his ha.nds (LOF'.) p.149). 

Irmnediate.ly after the sow collapses , Jack spreads the 

sow's blood over Maurice's cheeks,initiating a ritual that 

Jack continues with the beheading of the sow and the offering 

of its head to the darkness: 

Jack held up the head and jamme.d the soft throat 
down on the pointed end of the stick which pierced 
through into the mouth. He stood back and the head 
hung there, a little blood dribbling down the 
stick,, .. 

Jack spoke loudly. 
"This head is for the beast. It' s a gift :' ( LOF, 

p. 151). 

At this momen-t, as Hillegas says 5 'i,Jack establish;es a reli

gion bá.sed on fear and coritrolled by force." 8 In the founding of the cult 

8 C. K. Hillegas } Ed º , Notes on William Golding' s Lord of the Flies 
(Nebraska: Cliffls Notes;, 1971) ~ p. 49., 
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to the Lord of the Flies, Jack renders homage to the wicJced

ness of the human heart, and the hunters'dark side, half 

dormant, awakes, leaving behind their moral standards. 

Simon , who has witnessed the hunters' action~ wonders· 

"a gift for the beast? 11 and wisely reconsiders: 

Might not the beast come for it? The head, he 
thought, appeared to agree with him. Run away, 
said the head silently, go back to the others. It 
was a joke r ea lly why should you bother? You 
were just ·wr·ong) ·tha-t' s all. A li t-tle headache, 
something you ate, perhaps. Go back, child, said 
the head silently ,. ( LQ.I_, p. l 5 2) . 

Simon's talk is an excellent examp l e of how Golding 

manages to illustrate the dualism of human nature th~ough 

events, characters, and symbols that are c apabl e of double 

interpretation. Simon 1 s dialogue is c ertainly a hallucina

tion dueto extreme hcat , strain, or epilepsy. But could 

it not be real with the head enlivened by Satan? After all 

the head introduces itself as the Lord of the Flies, tha t 

is , Beelzebub,
9 the Lord of Filth dcvoted to the corruption 

of things and people. Besides •1 thc: hea.d J_s a t the same 

time the offering to the beast and the beast itself. 

9 
11 Lord of the Flies is a translation of Be.e lzebub !, the 

Greek transliteration of the Hebrew Ba ' alzevuv, and in 
Judaism and Christianity denotes the principlE::. of evil 
personified ___ the Devil, Sata.n, Mephistopheles . 1

' Dick, p. 27. 
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~ ld" , h" 1 in eve~y a~e ·ta1·1, 10 an~ i"f he Go iing p~ans _is noves ~· u 

leaves the dialogue open to several interpretations about the 

nature of evil it is not because of gratitious ambiguity but 

rather to make the reader aware of the immensity of the power 

of evil that covers the whole scope of human life. In Simon's 

view, which is the author's too, evil is inherent in hwnan 

nature. In Jack's opinion, it is an exterior force that man 

has to accE:pt and 1ear..,n to ::put up wi th 11 
( LOF 3 p ,. ::i O) '., while 

Piggy believes evil is merely accidental. Evil is also a. 

social flaw tha t derives from irrationality, lack of freedom, 

cruelty, and exploitation. It could also be a psycho-biolo-

gical unbalance; ora combination of all the preceding as

pects. 

Golding carefully controls the actions and symbols to 

illustrate, first of all,that evil exists under whatever 

name it is known'.1 and secondly, that evj_l is a prívate and 

social affair. This double view of evil is strengthened by 

the connection, in two consecutive scenes , of the Lord of 

the Flies and the a.irman. and a.lso through Simon, whose loss 

of consciousness in the clos i ng scene and awakening in the 

opening paragraph of the next chapter have a double connota-

tion. The fact that Simon faints while he falls into the 

10 J - h . . "I plan a nove . from t .e beginn.1.ng out to the end, befare I wri te 
anything. In detail. n W.illiam Golding in Biles:: p. 61. 
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darkness of the pig's head, that is j evil, can be read as a 

b 1 . d h 11 t . f h . . . t - b . t1 sy:m o ic ea.t ., as a. prepara ion ·or .is sprri .ua..L r e --i r 1 

1 ') 

and real killing in the next chapter .~ ~ 

A VIEW TO A DEATH 

This short chapter narrates the discovery of the airman, 

Simon's murder, and his burial. Simon awakens f rom his 

fainting spell and continues his journey of self-awareness, 

and finds out that lithe beastn is the clead airman, justa 

parody of man. The irony is that this half-corrupted body 

is a victim of savagery, as Simon will be shortly afterwards . 

The airman has endurcd and inflicted suffering to others, 

but he cannot do any more harm. Simon s eE:S nhor"' pi tilessly 

the layers of rubber and canvas held together the poor body 

that should be rotting away 11 He frees it 

with care and tenderness . and hurries to tell the truth about 

11 the beast n to the huntersº 

11;1W"'nen Simon wakE-::s from his symbolic de::i.th he suddenly realizes that 
he must confront t:he bea.st on the rnountain because: 'wha:t else is therc 
to do?"'. Rosenfield, p. 128 . 

. 121:Man becanes himself only ~fter . h:1.ving_ sol':'ed a series of desperateJ.y 
di.fficult and even dangerous srtuat:LOns ~1 that: is., after h .. ;ivinp- undergone 
'tortures' and I dea th, 1 followed by an awakenj_ng to another lif e, 
qualitatively different because regenerated. ;·: Mircea. Eliade, Rites and 

. . . . . 1 ,, . --~-,----
pyml:x)ls of Im ti~_tiori~ in Juan Vil egas, J. .. a._~§tructura mrtica del heroe 
en la novela del siglo x-X, (B-::ircelon..1.~ EclitoriaJ .. Planeta, 1973), pp. 80--1. 
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Simon's liberation of the airman is a kind of burial~ 

far he lets him go and fall into the sea. It is also ar. act 

of charity, compassior ~ lave, and faith in the human race. 

13 
While Simon is tempted and suffers in the forest, 

the boys hold a feastJ an orgy , in which they eat the meat 

of the sow whose h ead had been offered te the beast, the 

same head that had tempted Simon befare. The eating of the 

pi.g at the communal fe.ast mi.ght: be regarded as ··1the symbolic 

cannibalism by which the children physically partake of the 

qualities of the slain and share responsibility for their 

crime, '114 as Rosenfield says. Indeed, the eating of the 

meat can be interpreted as 3 symbolic communion with the 

beast '.) a communion which culminates with Simon ?s murder. 

When no meat is left, the boys form two circle s and engage 

in an endless dance, n a.s i:hough repetition would achieve 

s a fe ty o f i t s el f n ( J...:.Q F :; p . 1 6 7 ) . When thunder strikes, a 

littlun screams in ter1"or , breaking the ci.rc1 e of th2 biguns 

who by now havf~ added a new phra.se to their war chant, 11 Do 

him in !l <1-io:r'.l p. 1 S8). The boys are about to kill the 

13s . _,_. - D ld 0 · J h· -. · 1 · · . . . ane cri LlCS '.) c1S . .,ona ,_1 pang .er, a.ve·; s een re igious connotat.ions 
in this scene: "'Ihe incident:s of S.irnon 's kneeling :md .sweating accord 
direct:ly with the story of Gethsemane , moreover 5 C~olding' s descript-
ion reinforces those a.ssociations by half---raising: popular pictural 
rendering.s of the person of lJ esus and of thc Agony in the Garden. 11 

ne. 'i LOF( í') 213 ''uJJnon, . --·-•'-' ~· p. . .. . 

14Roscnfield ~, p.127. 



littlun when Simon appears. He is mistaken for the beast and 

murdered. By accident Simon saves the littlun, becoming a 

savior anda scapegoat. His sacriflce marks the initiation 

of a reign of terror that will demand more human blood. 

THE SHELL AND THE GLASSES 

This chapter carries great irony, for the two lightest 

symbols, the shell and the glasses, are deprived of thcir 

significance. Ra.lph considers hi s participation in Simon' s 

murder, but Piggy tries to convince Ralph and himself that 

all was an accident. The twins arrive and share Piggy's opin

ion with relief. At the same time, Jack is confronting the 

same problem, but he reacts cunningly a.nd manages to submergF; 

the boys ' incipient remarse for Simon's death and tells them 

that the beast has taken the form of the mystic boy, and that 

it might come back at any moment. Thus, the danger of the 

beast exists and they have to b e armed to fight. Besides, 

they need to please the beast by leaving it sorne part of 

each hunt. 

Jack prepares a raid to steal Piggy•s glasses, and tells 

the hunters that if "he comes we?ll do our, our dance again" 

(Lor:., p. 178) ,. Obv i.ous ly the ii he r ref er s to S imon, and since 

Jack is certain that Simon is dead , his words are to be 
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interpreted as the immolation of another human being. 

Ralph, excited by the happenings of the night befo~e, 

"settled h .imself for his nightl.y g,::~me of suppos1.ng 'r ( LOF 

p. 1 81) . He drearns about tra ins~ jets , and the absence of 

wildness, 1? 1 ""l.. • ~ 

n.LS mina skated to a consideration of a tamed 

town wher c savagery could not set fo ot . Wh.at would be :safer 

than the b us centre wi th its lamps and whee ls ? n ( LQF '.l p. 182). 

As if sensing J a ck's approach , Ralph becomes restles~ and 

the dream turns .into a nightmar e ., n thE:r e was a bus crawling 

out o f t he bus s t 2. ti o n , a s tra. ng e bus . . , 1 ( LO F '.i p . 1 8 2 ) . 

The memory refers to Simon , crawling ou t of the forest~ a 

strange forest indeed. Ralph is awaken by Piggy, who says 

that they will be l'í barmy n if they do not ge t h ome soon. As 

a premonition of his near tragedy, Piggy becomes more desper-

ate. Shortly, t he hunt e rs attack in tota l darkness. Ralph, 

Piggy, and the twins defend themselves, without knowing at 

first whom they are figh ting wíth and why . 

The chapter clases with the hunters s1ng1ng, exultantly 

proud of their cowardly action. 

CASTLE ROCK 

Highly indignant f or Jack~s theft , Ralph calls a formal 

as s emb.ly fer the twint::; ~ Piggy and a f e w li t:tJ.um:; ., He considers 
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washing and combing the boys'hair, to have them look like the 

civilized boys the y us e d to be 1 a nd in this way to impress 

the hunters and make them reca.11 t hei1., previous status :, r e s pon-• 

sibilities , and honor. Rememb ering Simon~s death, Jack's 

injustice, and the hunters 1 mockery, Pigg y loses h is s hy~ess 

and fear a nd asks the bcys to l e a d him up to . the castl~ for he 

is nearly blind . The boys' procession is path8tic. Onc e 

1 

near Castl e Rock , Ralph blows the conch ~ a nd the boys , w~o 

come at f irst c urious ly ? soon s t a rt j eering. Jack shows u p 

and m2kes the boy s 1 h umi liation e v e n worse. Finally 9 Ralph 

and J a ck fight fi c r c ely . Piggy r eminds Ralph of the main 

purpos e o f the ir visit, his gla ss e s , but Roger d oes not 2llow 

him to finish his a rgurnent . He r e l e ase s the bould er , k i l ling 

Piggy a nd destroying the conch . Ra l p h is a ttacked with 

spea.rs :) and obcying 1;an instinct h e did not know he poss e ss eu ti 

(_I_.:OF, p . 201),; h e runs towar'ds the forest . In his flight h<2 

trips ov e r the h eadl e ss s ow , c omp l e t e ly unaware that h e i s 

bound to b e come the s ub s titute of the sowv s n e~ i: 
1 

gift for the darkness. 

Th e c hap ter e l os e s ,.,.:;i th the t wins ' impr isonm e nt and 

t or)ture by the hunte:r· s . The twins j_n vain nprot (:i sted out 

of the heart of c.ivilization '· (LO~ ~ r~ " 198) :, for the triump h 

of the darkness of ma n 1 s heart i s unquestiona bl e at this point . 



THE CRY OF THE HUNTERS 

This chapter refers to the ululation that the savages 

utter when they narrow their circle around the terrified 

Ralph') their most important preyº Lamenting about his wounds 

and spiritual state, Ralph opens the chapter. He can hardly 

accept the savagery of the boys and suffers when he sees Bill 

and thinks ::i nthis was not Bill. This 11.1as a savage whose 

image refuse to blend with that ancient picture of a boy in 

shorts and shirtr' (LOF) p. 202). He becomes more bitter 

when he remembers 11 that indefinable connection between himself 

and lTack; who therefore would ne ver let him alone; never 11 

(LOF, p. 203). The connection evokes that previous metaphor 

of ntwo continents of experience, 11 that is) two different 

cultures, worlds, appreciation of values and life. Thenj 

Ralph understands that one of ·the two chiefs ought to be 

eliminated, and that he is unwanted. There is no place for 

both of them in a savage world like the one they are in . 

Therefore, he cannot hope for merey. 

Ralph's finding of the skull of the sow's head comes 

immediately after this perception, as a confirmation of his 

fate, andas an aseveration of the hunters 1 power and anarchy, 

far the skull is ironically described in terms similar to the 

enes applied to the conch. 
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This finding shows the contrasting qualiti8s of the two 

best characters, Ralph and Simon, who are the only ones to 

confront the head. Simon is a pacifist who reacts with 

passive acceptance and scorn. F~lph is a man of action who 

reacts with wrath and disgust, hitting thc skull and parting 

it into two. 

As a symbol of evil, the skull seems to jeer at boy and 

sky as if its diabolical force will continue in spite of ths 

efforts of both boys to annihilate it . Ralph~ like Simon, 

sees the skull for what it is., deprived of its malignancy. 

Therefore, the pig 1 s l1ead does not have any influence upan 

Ralph as it never did with Sirnon. Ralph lacks Simon's intu-

ition and cannot perceive the influence that it does have 

upan the hunters. He takes the stick that held the skull 

and, still half-confident in the savages , he sets off to 

Castle Rock. 

The irony is that Ralph carries the stick as a weapon, 

ignoring that it could be the instrument on which his head 

would be displayed. The stick is also a device to increase 

the reader ~ s anxi.,::;ty fo1-1 Ralph r s fa.te . 

While Ralph wa.its for an appropriate moment to contact 

the t'í.Üns ~- his mouth dribb1es:) :f or the hunters are beginning 
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a feast. Suddenly, Ralph remembers what comes after a feast 

and he momentarily loses interest in human contact and meat 

whereas the hunters do savour food and the comfort of safe

ty=; (LOF._, p, 205). When the twins L~ee Ralph they feel t:hat 

11memory of their new and shameful loyal ty came to them. " . If 

i t were light shame would burn thcm at admi tting thesc thj_nr:s ', 

(LOF, p. 207), The twins tell Ralph that the hunters will 

pursue him like a pig to kill him, that Roger has sharpenect 

a stick at both ends, and urge him to hide. Ralph does not 

grasp the meaning of the twins 1 revelation, and still half 

confidently he retires to get sorne sleep. He falls into 

his habit of dreaming to escape from reality, but dreams 

do not help him this time. He awakes because of the ululation 

of the savages and the smoke. From this moment on, the 

narrative is seen through Ralphfs mind, and this makes his 

chase more vivid and horrifying. 

Ralph considers the possibility of hiding under the 

bushes, climbing a tree, or breaking thc savages' line. In 

his desperation, he runs to the beach and again to the forest, 

precisely to the space whe:re the skull still seems to be 

jeering. Suddenly, he discovers Simon's secret cabin in the 

bushes, where he hides, finding sorne relief for a while. 
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Th,;;se two consecutive scenes imply 5 by contrast 5 that 

evil can be defeated by a combination of what Simon and Ralph 

represent. Mysticism alone is of little value in modern life. 

It has te be put into action by the average decent man. This 

task is not easy. It demands compromise and full 2wareness. 

When Ralph is discovered in the cabin by a hunter who forces 

him to defend himself, he throws his spear at him , and sees 

it is sharpened at both ends. He críes then in infinite 

horror and comprehensiun : 

Ralph screamed, a scream of fright and anger and 
desperation ... He forgot his wounds, his hunger and 
thirst'.l and became fear; hopeless fear on flying 
feet; rushing through the forest towards the open 
beach ... Then he was down, rolling over and over 
in the warm sand, crouching with arm up to ward off, 
trying to cry for merey (LOF, p. 220). 

Ralph 1 s death is unavoidabl e at this point 1
and even the 

boys will die because of the fire they themselves have started. 

Only a miracle can save them , and the miracle comes in the 

person of the British Officer: 

He staggered to his feet, tensed for more terrors, 
and looked up ata huge peaked cap. It was a white
topped cap, and above the green shade of the peak 
was a crown, an anchor, gold foliagc. He saw whit e 
drill, epaulettes, a revolver~ a row of gilt buttons 
down the front of a uniform. 

A naval officer stood on the sand, looking down at 
Ralph in weary a.stonishment. On thc beach beh.ind 
him was a cutter~ her bows hauled up and held by two 
ratings. In the stern-sheets another rating held a 
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sub--machine gun º 
The ululation faltered and died away. 
The officer looked at Ralph doubtfulJ_y for a moment, 

then took his hand away from the butt of the revolv-

¡¡Bullo. ·1 

Squirming a little~ conscious of hi s filthy appear
ance, Ralph answered shyly. 

; 1Hu11o n ( LOF:; p. 2 21) . 

Several critics have protested at the introduction of 

this deus ex machina element, for it forces a happy ending 

upon the advcnture story. Others say that the ending is 

tricky ~ reducing the effect of evil 1 and that it does not 

correspond with the tone and theme of the novel , and that 

the end does not match the constant attacks on adult sanity , 

which Piggy ironically defends until his death. To this 

respect Gindin po.ints out: 

Ralph and Piggy often appeal e d to adult sanity in 
their futil e attempt to control their world, but , 
suddenly and inconsistently at the end of the novel ~ 
adult sanity really exists . The horror of the boysi 
experience on the island was really a chi.ldish game , 
though a particularly vicious one, after all ... But 
the rescue is ultimately a ngirnmick ," a trick., a 
means of cutting down or softe ning the implications 
built up within the structure of t:he boys'society on 
the isJ.and. 15 

These points of view a re due mainly to a misinterpreta-

tion of the aui:hor 1 s inteni:ion. Golding calls his unexpected 

15 James Ginain 5 
11 

'
1Girrmickj and Metaphor in t:he Novels of William 

Golding. n Postwar Briti.sh Fiction in b~I_ ( N) , p . · 1. 3 4 . 
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endings "gimmicks, '1 and he uses them as devices to turn the 

reader backwards and reconsider the implications and conclu

sions he has formed so far, although he knows the limitations 

of star·ting a novel wi th pr1 e-conceived ideas a.nd ending 

sentences in his 
. te 

mind. 

The tone of adventure stories is only superficial in 

Lord of the Flie~, The Inheritors, and Pincher Martin. These 

novels na.rrate a symbolic voyage of explo1,.,ation of the self, 

and the author chooses irony and bafflement far th0 heroes' 

final epiphanies, not to detract but to reaffirm the pessi

mistic tone of these novels and rnake the reader experience 

that 1jthe beast: is man' s inability te recognize his own 
,1 7 

responsibili ties fo:..., his own sel.f--destruction .. "1. Goldino-. e, 

achieves this wi th great economy; .in :just a closing line as 

in Pincher Martin, orina few sentences ora couple of 

paragraphs as in Lord of the Flics and The Inheritors re

spectivelyº 

Adult sa.ni ty is satirized J.n Lord o:f the Flies in the 

inverted roles of boy and officer at the end of the novel. 

16In relation to Lord of the Flies Go1ding sa.ys in an interviev1: 
í'Well:, you must rernembex' I ha.ven' t: read the bock anyway ~ since I wrote 
i t. I n-;lTIEmber sorne key sentences , The last ones 5 which I thought of 
f irst 1 more or le_ss. 11 Biles " p, 2 2 . --

nsimon / 1 in LOF (C), p. 2:J.4 
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The officer's casual questions with a burning island behind, 

uHaving a war or something? Nobod.y Jd.lled I hope? l\ny dead 

bodies? 11 C.!::OF :; p. 222) '.) and his whistling as a reply when 

Ralph answers that twe were killed 5 indicate the indifference 

and blindness of adulthoed, whereas Ralph's weeping, apparent

ly a childish act~ shows his maturity. Furthermore, the 

children's salvation is ironical, since they are being saved 

by the officer of a warship. Then, the ending is notan 

optimistic one. Neither does it return the children to a 

werld of sanity 3 nordoes it guara.ntee the childrE~n 1 s surviva. l , 

fer as Golding has asked nwho will res cu.e: the adul t and his 

. ., 18 cruJ_ser? ' 

In the last paragraphs of The Inheritors , the New One 

undergoes a similar fate. He is adopted by the sensual Vivani , 

who protects him as long as hunger will not take hold of the 

Inheritors who will eat him as they ate his little relativ 2 

Liku, Indecd~ Viva.ni feeds thc New One half ashamed ly ~ 

experienc.ing pleasure and f E?.ar a.t the same time ~ 

He sniffed, turned, ran at Vivani 's leg and scrambled 
up to her breast. She was shuddering and laughing 
as if this pleasure and leve were also afear anda 
torment. The devil's hands and feet had laid hold 
of he1-i. Hc~sitating, hctlf--ashamed, wi-th that sa_me 
frightened laughter, she bent her head, cradled him 
with her ~rms and shut her eyes. The people were 
grinning at her too as if they felt the strange, 
tugging mouth, as if in spite of them there was a 

18 ~ ,·--· ,- ·· dynes , vüü.iam Golcnng, p º 16 . 
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well of feeling opened in love and fear. They made 
adorinc and submissive sounds 5 r eached out their 
hands, and at the same time they shuddered in re
pulsion at the too-nimble feet and the red, curly 
hair (The _¡nher~tors, pp.230-1). 

The Inheritors regard the baby as a little red devil a nd , 1-

ronically , accept him as a t a lisman against the darkness of 

the forest. In effect, Tuami tries 11 t o think of the time 

when the devil would be full grown 11 (p. 231) ~ but Tuami 

does not realiz e that even if the baby happens to su1·v1ve :; 

he is incapable of reproducing his kind. The red devil is 

the last survivor of the meekest of the world, and the prison-

er of the Horno Sapiens '.) our ancestors ', whose salient char1ac-

teristics are precisely lack of sanity anda ready disp6sition 

to kilL 

aJ.l ,. 

In Pincher Martin the e nding is the most surprising cf 

Pincher kicks off his sea-boots to lighten his weight , 

for he is detennined to survive sac1,.,ificing everything, 

according to his own code of living. The anx iety and suffer

ing that the reader underwent together with Pincher was then 

a kind of ~urgatorial experience with a soul, not with a 

living being, but it is until the very last sentence that the 

reader realizes so. In the las t brief chapter twc officers 

appear. The first one is Mr. Davidson, who finds the corpse , 

and the other one is Mrº Campbell'.I who i s in charge of taking 
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the information a.bout the dead so l die.rs ,. When Mr. Davidson 

asks the latter if he thinks that Pincher suffered deeply 

befare he passed away , Mr. Campbcll answers coldly andina 

way that reminds us of the officer in Lord of the Flies that 

Pincher did not endure much pain f cn"l '¡he didn ¡ t even have time 

to kick off hi ::3 seaboots 11 

It would have been a failu1--1e if the gini.micks had not 

hada double function , as everything else in Golding's novels 

in order to parallel his dual view of huma n nature . It is 

true that thc triumph of darkness is unqu cstionable ,, but t he 

gimmickf3 subtly intr1oduce also optimism, al though i n the s arne 

proportion that light takes place in the individual. Thus , 

it is understandable that only one out of a group becomes 

enlighted and survives to transmit his knowledge to others . 

Tuami's cry of desperation for his participation in the 

killing of the Neanderthalers, -in~,Jhat else could we have done?;' 

(Th~ Iph __ . ,p. 227) rx1rall,3ls Ralph' s weeping º Both reccgnize 

their guilt and fear the darkness 6f their souls. Tuam.i '.> l.i}-:e 

Ralph , realizes that he has changed for his good. He feels 

like a new per'son s J_nc e his conta.c t wi i:h his vi.ctims. It J .. S 

whil e looking at the li ttle devilvs innocent gestures that 

Tuamj_ und crstand. s tha. t carving a k.nife t o Yill a man, even a 
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murderous person l ike Marlan~ will sink him deeper into sin 

and r emars e :i a.nd h e dr ops the knife 3 for after all :; "Who would 

sharpen a point against the darkness of the world? i! (The Inh., p.231 ). 

In Vivanivs fierceness in defending the New One~ a n d i n 

the degree that she manages to awake t h e I nher itors ' a ccept 

ance of the '1red devil, n there is not only materna l ins t inct 

bu t faith in a kind of co-existen ce tha t the tribe has nev er 

experienced b efare . 

Finally :; Golding: u s ,2 s his ! . gimmicks 11 to abrupt ly turn 

the ideal and f avorable condi tions of h is beginnings into 

unbearable situations. When the true nat ure o f thc charac -

ters and events come :;. .out :, thc, rca.der is not prepar e d a nd 

feels great horror at 

capacity towards evil. 

discovery , reali zing man's unlimited 



LIGHT AND DARKNESS IN SETTING AND SCENERY 



Golding creates limited settings and symbclic scenery 

to observe minutely people in their relations among themselves 

and wi th their environr.nent ., He uses physic2l elements to 

delinee.te the dark a.nd li,ght sides cf human nature, and skill

fully adapts setting and scenery to the develcpment of char-

acters, plot, and theme . This is why the r ea listic and sym-

bolic levels are difficult to separate in Lord of the Flies, 

The Inheritors, and Pincher Martin. 

Each part of the setting contributes to the comprehension 

of the inner conflicts and changes in the characters and events. 

The fury of the elements or the beauty and stillness of the 

surroundings serve to show rither savagery or civilization, 

low passions or subtlety. Thus each element, rock , ocean , 

conch is 1c~aded wi th g1..,eat si gnificance. 

It is in the darkness of night orina gloomy atmosphere 

that the most horrifying scenes take place. In Lord of the 

Flies the appearance of the H evil--thing '1 • · the f all of the 

parachutist '.j Simon' s in tui tion about liman 7 s essent.ial illness 1
' 

(_biOF, p. 97 ), a.nd his identification twice. wi th the beast :1 

the orgiastic feast and the ritual dance to placate the stcrm 

that lead to his murder, the theft o f Piggyvs glasses) and 

the cruel persecution of Ralph while the island is set on fire, 

all ha.ppen in the absence of li ght . 
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In !he Inheritors also, the most frightening and demoral-

1z1ng scenes occur in darkness: the death and burial of Mal, 

Lok's encounter with the body of the Old Woman , the murder 

and eating of Liku, the depravity of the ninheriting 1 people , 

their drunkenness, their incestuous relations hips. It is 

twilight when Golding brutally reveals to us Lok's animality~ 

and closes the book with Tuami looking and trying to see 

the line of darkness hadan endingt1 (The Inh., p. 233). 

In Pincher Martín death broods over the nov e l , that 

li • -F 
.l1. 

after all is the final battle of an isolated man ~ in conflict 

. . f h ' . h' 1 
\•H th himsel: and t1..e univE:rse sur:r.ounding im. The novel, 

like a black and white film, shows us Pincher's personality 

in flashbacks and underlines the analogy between Pincher's 

self and the scenery. The rock turns to be one of Pincher's 

teeth, which points out his greedy character . The rock 

becomes also Pincher 1 s stage. After all Pincher has been a 

profe ssional actor and plays here the last parody of himself . 

He feels like a modern Prometheus, a defier of the gods, with 

enough power to undergo everlasting suffering . But Pincher 

fails to recall that Prometheus was a man's lover , a defender 

of humankind , whereas h e has always b e en a devourer of his 

1r hi' ff . P. h . . k . . n s e orts to survi ve ) inc.!. er 1nvenn3 a roe · J.n the :middle of 
the Atlantic that becomes the most appropriate setting for his expiation. 
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mates . Pincher is nota god either, and since voracity has 

been his keenest feature, he becomes nothing but jaws and 

claws. Thus) when his mind and will weaken, his rocky 

setting disappears, and his self is devoured by the terri

fying blackness. 

The setting in both Lord of the Flies and Pincher Martín 

is an island. The Inheritors adds to the small island a very 

limited geographical area of forest and cliffs along the river. 

As we have seen nature is of great importance in these novels. 

Nature as a background 1s vital in Lord of the Flies. It is 

essential in Th~ Inheri tors:: but in Pinche_r Martin nature is 

not only fundamental, it is the antagonist of the novel~ the 

core of plot and conflicts~ Nature here is Pincher, and 

Pincher is nature. To determine the winner of the fierce 

battle between both 1s what gives the novel its suspense and 

immediacy; although the story develops in the few seconds 

befare and after Pincher's death. 

Golding consistently develops both parallelism and 

sharp contrasts in setting~ scenery, and atmosphere from the 

first chapter to the last. He also uses the technique of 

interchanging setting and scenery. The novels open with 

an atmosphere of light, happiness or hope, and close in 

darkness, defeat, and hopelessness. There is an edenic 
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island that turns into hell at the end, in Lord of the Flies, 

the safe terrace and overhang are buried by an avalanche in 

The Inheritors1 and the rock disappears into total nothing-

ness in Pincher Martin. The British boys turn into savages~ 

Pincher~s purgatory becomes hell, and the Peopl 2 turn out to 

be ape-like creatures. In short, the dark forces eventually 

overshadow scenery and characters. 

Golding relies heavily upon nature symbolism to suppor t 

his thesis about the da:rkness in the human heart. He uses 

widely animal imagery to satirize man's tendency to locate 

evil outside himself. Golding extends his technique of 

symbolic parallelisms and contrasts to setting and scenery ~ 

and carefully arranges the presentation of his symbols. 

The title of his first novel, Lord of the Flies is a 

very good example of his tactics. Literally, the 11 Lord of 

the Flies ,: 2 is a sow' s head around which the insects who 

feed on filth and corruption gatherº Symbolically, the Lord 

of the Flies is the inherent evil in man. The head is the 

gift that the terrified children leave to the beast on the 

mountain to placate it. But the beast: whom they blame for 

their misfortunes, is harmless. It is a fallen parachutist . 

2 9 
- Refer to footnote p . 35. 
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Ironically,it is the sow's head which the boys 

must fear, fer the b e heading of the sow is the result of their 

sadistic slaughter. The~efore, the head becomes an appropri-

ate symbol for the boys' inner darkness . 'The sow's head 

contrasts with the conch, the emblem of beauty and reason . 

Both are part of the island, but while one symbolizes anarchy, 

the other represents orider. And as Freedman points out: t
1 the 

real clisti.nction betwee.n the 'Lord cf the Flies 1 and the 'conch 

shellw is that one is an object endowed with mystical qua liti es , 

embodying hallucination and fear and dedicated to social extinc

tion, while the cther is a real c bject, accepted in the light 

c, f rea son and dedica ted to social c o ntrol. " 3 

Nature is the element that Golding uses to emphasize 

Simon's holiness~ and it also underlines the horror of the 

children's actions. Simon's saintliness is briefly stated 

through his furtive visits to the hidden cabin in the forest 

r.,-Jher e he retires in communion wi th natu:ce to satisfy his 

spir~i tual thirst for beauty and peace. Here 1
·
1the 'ivhole space 

was walled wi th dark aroma tic bus hes,, ; and u every-where was 

the scent of ripeness and the booming of a million bees at 

pasturen q.i~J_'.I p. 61). It is in this clearing where the 

3 Fn~ednan:, p º L~6 º 
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disgusting head is left, profaning the majesty and harmony of 

nature. Significantly, when Simon encounters the sow 's hea¿, 

. 4 
the buttepflies-; the symbol o:f b e au.ty and symmetry, which do 

"their unending dance n (~OF:; p.146) ) take off and leave the 

space to their counterpart, the flies. This suggests that 

the triumph of da1"'kness is imminent ) a.nd that the spctce has 

turned into the temple of the Lord of the Flies: 

Even the butterflies deserted the open space where 
the obscene thing grinned and dripped ... The pile 
of guts was a black blob of fliesthat buzzed like 
a saw ... They were black and iridescent green and 
without number; and in front of Simon, the Lord of 
the Flies hung on his stick and grinned (J_iO.f, 
p. 152). 

And the ·. mockinp. grin of the face ~ paralled by the forest ~ 

in a deadly silence and extreme heat " makes Sirnon faint into 

a nvas t mouth. There was blackness within 5 a bJ.ackness that 

s pr ead n 
5 

( LO :C, p , 159 ) • 

Indeed ·:; for a long while in -tl1e forest "nothing prospered 

but the flies who blackened th2ir lord and made the spilt 

guts look like a heap of glistcning coal ,v (bi_9F, p. 160) .. 

4 -,S. h . l ...:i h d :1 1 . lf . . h . . ' JJnon canes upon t e im.pa eu _ ea , a.rn ns cor .rontation wi t1 i t J.s 
dramatically he.ralded by the disappearance of the; butterflies. ·-: Dick., 
p. 28. 

5¡¡This mouth 3 the t,y111bol of ravenous:; 1i.rireasori.ing and ete..rnal1y ins.ati
able natt.ire, appears again in P.M. 'j in which the developnent of the thane 
of a Nature inirnical to the conscious persona1ity of ma.n is developed in 
a stunning fashion. ¡; E. L. Epstein~ "Notes on I.Drd of the Flies ,'' IDF (C) ~ 
p. 281-. 
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The flies par)allel the boys who, like these fil thy insects, 

turn into worshippers of the same lord. 

The blackness and the foresta.re favorite figures in 

Golding's imagery to indicate the defeat of light, the coming 

of physical impotence, and spiritual regression. Simon, Lok, 

and Fine.her are swallowed by blackness '.) and lJack wea.rs 1'the 

damp darkness of the forest like his old clothes 11 (LOF, 

p. 147). It is amid the thickness of the forest that Ralph 

is hunted. It is there where the killing of the sow takes 

place, and it is in Jack's identification with the forest 

that his animality becomes obvious. The opening scene of 

Chapter Three takes place in one of the darkest settings in 

the novel. Here the darkness of the forest illustrates 

Jackvs animalistic behavior: 

Jack crouched with his fa.ce a few inches away frorn 
his clue, then started forward into the semidarkness 
of the undergrowth ... The forest and he were very 
still. The silence of the forest was more oppres
sive than the heat~ and at this hour of the day 
there was not even the whine of insects; and for a 
moment became less a hunter than a furtive thing, 
ape-like among the tangle of trees ... He passed like 
a shadow under the darkness of the tree and crouched:; 
looking down at the tr1odden gr,ound at his feet ( LOF ~· 
pp. 5 2-- 3) , 

This chapter clases with a contrasting scene in which 

scenery stresses Simon~s poetic nature. The jungle is the 

same 5 but this time the forest seems beaufi:ful; ·1:TalJ trunks 
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bore unexpected pale flowers all the way up to the dark 

h 1 • f ~ 1 l ' ' •· T l"I F ·· 6 1 ) rnh canopy w ere i e wenc on e amorous~y · \:.::.'.:::__:_, p. J • .:.1 e 

creepers, symbolic of evil snakes, shiver when Simon passes, 

and the darkness helps to emphasize th2 splendor of the 

candle-like buds. We see then how skillfully Golding uses 

his technique of contrasts and parallels . A dark character 

opens Chapter Three in a somber• a.nd dense a tmosphere, and 2~ 

light character clases it, with one of the most poetic scenes 

in the nove.l. 

The first chapter takes the name of the most important 

light symbol of t:he novel) the shell. Each cha.pter describes 

a stage of the journey into darkness, and each chapter title 

suggests the progressive victory of darkness . The titles 

refer mainly to the physical environment and events of the 

island, which are highly symbolic and ironic . 

The shell , in itself is worthless. It is becaus e of its 

sound that it becomes the substitute for the megaphone , the 

herald of the new society. To follow the conch is to 11 trace 

the de.fects of human nature. ba.ck to -the defects of society, rr 

6 
Golding v s themc. The conch stands for democracy, loyalty ~· 

6 · · · . 1 . ub] . . .. . -Golding v.Jrote about lus t1Gne in a p -.. ici ty questionnaire tor 
Cowcird-McCar.n') his Amex·ic2.n Publisher. lord of the Flies (New York: 
Coward McCann, 1971) in J-DF (C) :i p. 251. 
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order, and justice. The conch') in relation to the community, 

the characters , and the plot , serves as a fixed point of refer

ence . Ralph discovers the conch near the lagoon, and sees it 

as a º play-thing. :, Piggy values the conch for its usefulne.ss. 

It is Piggy , the intellectual, who knows how to sound it , 

teaches Ralph how to use it for calling the children; but 

and 

• _¡_ 

J. L 

is Ralph, -the man of action ., who can bl.ow i t. When he first 

blows i t, .i t is not a human r-iesponse that he gets, but a pig' s, 

';something squealed and ran in the undergrowth, ,, a glimpse :; 

a clue, of what Ralph isto come to at the end of the novel 

when: 

He was r·unning wi th the swiftness of fear .t-hrour.h 
the undergrowth , wondering if a pig would a~ree, 
finding the deepest thicket, the darkest hole on 
the island to creep in and. hide ( LOF, p. 21 7) . 

Subtly, the first sound links the shell and Ralph with 

the disturbing agent of the island , the pig, for later, 

pig-hunting and the sow's head will d e feat the conch. Whe n 

Ralph blows the shell again, the children appear and Ralph 

holds the first meeting. The conch acquir~s another dimension. 

It fulfills a social purpose too. 

The conch becomes Ralph's sceptre and ~-. s beauty m~tches 

the handsomeness of its bearer. The qualities it stands far 

equal the inner attributes of the light characters. In 
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the first assembly Ralph appears s itting on a loE, with 

the sea bf..:hind and the childl,.,0n in fr1 on-t of h.i.m. He locks 

maj 2s tic \•;itl1 the sceptre syrnbol. in his hand ~. addre::ss:i.ng 

his people in peace and order. The conch~ as the sceptre , is 

the symbol of thi s arder : but like any ewblem of the outside 

world, it re-ta.ins its meaning only as long as the members o-F 

the· corn.muni i=y agr ee. Its fate parallels the fate of the 

boys who more deeply depend on it. Ralph becomes helpless 

a.s soon as the children change the conch for Jack 's spear. 

The conch becomes a useless ir1strume nt in his hands , and he 

loses all his authority. But Piggy does not accept the 

meaninglessness of the conch and carries itas a shield to 

protect hims<:.üf from Jac k ' s hatc . When Piggy gets to Cs.stl(:; 

Rock, th e hunters rnomentarily remember its power, but when 

Jack enters with the headless pig the attraction of the 

conch disappe2rs , and Piggy's attempts to restore the conch's 

authori t y provokes the hunters' mockery and his d eath. In 

vain, 

He liftcd +he wh~+e ~? q i c shell, and stood still 
hol~{~g ou~· ih~-~~ii~;;~ ) the fragil e, shining 
beauty of the shell. .. the rock struck Piggy a 
glancing blow from chin to knee; the conch exploded 
into a thousand white fragmcnts and ceased to 
ex is t ( 1QE_, p . 2 O O ) . 
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The conch smashes with its twin in reason, Piggy, and is 

destroyed by another natural objectj though a far less 

attractive one j a rock. 

Compassion, loyalty, and peace reign on the island , 

as long as the conch retains its power. As soon as its 

values are forgotten, savagery is established. In fact j 

Ralph was elected mainly because of the conch : 

There was his size and attractive appearance, and 
most obscurely, yet most powerfully there was the 
conch. The being that had blown that, had sat 
waiting for them on the platform with the delicate 
thing balanced on his knees, was set apart (LOF, 
p. 24). --

In further meetings the 11 whi te gleaming conch 1' is 

obscured by the ;1whi te gleaming skull 11 of the sow. In each 

assembly the conch loses something of its power as civiliza

tion vanishes from the island. We can trace the loss of 

power of the conch back to the first challenge to its vali dity 

on top of the mountain when Ralph firmly asserts the authority 

of the conch there and all over the island, and when surpr1s-. 

ingly Jack stands up nholding the delicate thing carefully in 

his sooty hands , ·; exclaiming: 

I agree with Ralph. We've got to have rules and 
obey them. After all, we're not savages. We're 
English; and the English are best at everything. 
So we've got to do the right things (LOF, p. 47). 



But Jack soon forgets his moral standards, and cruelly mocks 

Ralph's concern for the littluns. Jack fights with Piggy 

over the conch J for he sees the shell a.s a symbol of author

ity that ensures its possessor power and free speech. He 

blows the conch inexper·tly to gather the boys and elect 

himself chief. As Hillegas says: 11 That he blows the conch 

incompetently is symbolic of his lack of honest leadership .n 7 

The fact that Jack cannot blow the conchas well as Ralph 

does, indicates hisinadequacy in parlamentarían affairs, and 

he fails in his arrogant attempts to overthrow Ralph. Jack, 

al thou.gh humi lia ted and in tears, 11 laid the conch wi th grea t 

care in the grass at his feet," (LO[~ p. 140) with reverence, 

far he sfill feels the power of the shell, and only when he 

is fdr away from i t does he decide to '' get more biguns away 

from the conch and all that n ( LOF, T). 14 7) º 
-- J. 

Jack ·; s gradual 

irreverence for the conch demarcates his conversion to sav-

agery, and through him the moral deterioration of the rest 

of the boys. The English boy, who had once supported Ralph 

on top of the mountain, finds himself denying the authority 

of the conch at Castle Rock. Significantly, thunder strikes 

asan indication of his denial and of his increasing violence: 

7 
Hillegas :, p. 3 9 ,. 
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" I'm chief~ 11 said Ra.lph tremulously. nAnd what 
about the firc? And I 'v e got the conch í¡ 

nyou ha ven v t go t j_ t wi th y ou :i • • said lTack ; sneering. 
nyou left it behind , See., clever? And the conch 
doE:sn v t count at this end of the island ·, 

All at onc e the thunder struck. Instead of the 
dull boom there was a point of impact in the 
explosion º 

nThe conch counts here too .i ·• said Ralph, !
1and all 

over the island.n 
qWhat are you goi.ng to do c~bout it then? " 
Ralph examined the ranks of boys. There was no 

help in them and he looked away, confused and 
swea ting. , .. 

nr'll blow the conch,: i said Ralph breathlessly, 
nand call an assembly. ;i 

i• we shan 1 t hear i t n ( LOF, p . 15 6) . 

The sound of the shell does not appeal to Jack or the 

boys anylonger, and the boys engag ~ in the dance that leads 

to the murder o f Simon. By now the boys have lost all 

notion of reason and order . Later, when Jack raids the 

shelters for Piggy 1 s glasses, Ralph ingenuously thinks he 

has come for the conch. It is hard for Ralph to admit the 

weakening of the conch that parallels his own. Thus when 

Piggy dies ; 

Jack began screaming wildly. 
11 S ee? See? That is what you t 11 get ! I meant that! 

There isnvt a tribe for you any more! The conch is 
gone ___ 11 C}:/YF, p. 2 00). 

At this point the children are no longer a church choir , but 

a tribe of savages whose chief ' s sceptre is a stick sharpened 
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society in respect a nd unde:cstanding ,. A,~ happened wi th the 

conch , the fire is gone too. 

The fire, another natural symbol~ stands for daylight 

sanity, physical and spiritual comfort, and hope. At first 

the sole hope of rescue j keeping the f ire alight~ gradually 

becomes 11 a symbolic duty . , , the spiri t of civi1ization Hhich 

R 
w.ust be continua11y f ed , n ._. as Dick says . Fire is the link 

with civilization , for it reminds t he boys of their eventual 

rescue and it is the only way of calling the attention of a 

ship. Fire is the only opponent to darkness that the chil-

dren have, but unlike the conch , it acts as both a helper 

and 2 destroyer,. It is the friend a.nd the en,smy. Its flames 

are confused wi i:h snakes, the drei':1dful ~;:;ymbol of evil ~ and 

.i t causes the dea th of the birth-rrJ.arked boy who introduced 

the snake --talk :, substantiating thc chilclren' s bé:lief in the 

existence and voracity of the beast. It i s the means o~ 

roa sting the pig~ and of the final devastation of the island . 

It destroys the paradise, but it is also the purifier 2nd 

means of rescue . It attracts the cruiser that physically 

at l e ast saves the boys , but it is a ls o the motive for 
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stealing Piggyrs glasses, hastening his death. 

The second chapter, ''Fire on the Mountain, n takes the 

name of two important symbo ls in the novel. The fire as we 

have seen, has tremendous implications in regard to plot, 

meaning, 2nd characters. The mountain, like the fire, stands 

at first as a symbol of hope and survival; later, the mount¿in 

top will be the most dreadful place for the children to go. 

This chapter emphasizes the double meaning of fire. The fire 

momentarily dissipates fear of the beast but it also contrib

utes to break the rules : 

"A fire! Make a fire ! i: 
At once half of the boys were on their feet. Jack 

clamoured among them'.; the conch forgotten~ :1 Come on ! 
Follow me : 11 (LOF~ p. 1+1). 

Significantly, i t is wi th Figgy 1 s lenses ·; the symbol of 

intelligence, that the boys can maks a fire, thus wisdom and 

hope are linked j only to be released when irrationality takc s 

hold of the boys minds. Piggy , afraid of the breaking of 

his glasses, holds up the conchas a protection, for Piggy 

thinks that the boys would not dare touch him for fear of 

breaking both conch and glasses: 

;
1Here Let JTtr?. go ! '• His voice rose to a shriek 

of terror as Jack snatched the glasses off his fac e . 
:'mind out! Giveiem backi I can hardly see! You í ll 
break the conch In {_!:'OI_'.. p, 44) _ 



But Piggyvs efforts are useless , for even Ralph elbows him 

to move the lenses l' til1 a glossy white .J..mage of the 

declinip8 sun lay on a pi e c e of rotten wood" 

The fire, stolen from the sky, seems to ris e the fury of 

nature ~ fo r acres of frui t trees are burned. On:1y Piggy is 

sensible enough to comprehe nd the danger of the irrespons ib l e 

use of fire. The children 1 s terror makes them see real 

snakes in the snake-like shapes forned by the smoke on t he 

sky. Thus thc chapter closes linking fire with snake. 

The fire also depicts the darke ning of mind and soul. 

Jack's initial e nthusiasm for fire fad e s a s his desir e for 

pig-hunting increases. Andas Whitley observes: 

fire is first a rationa l but fals e symbol of safety and 

then ;/ dominantly , an irra.tional but t rue symbol of destruc-

tion, then it exactly paralle ls the syrnbolic use of the 

hunters who offer first a hope of sustenance and then a 

foreshadowing of di saster in their concern with killing 

rather than cooking .n 9 Indeed, Ralph can forsee only a 

solution to Jack's darkening 5 the fire ) but Jack disdainfu l 

ly denies its importance. The majority cf the boys soon 

get tired of keeping the fire a live, and let it die out. 
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R:l.lph 1 s indignation exl~rts li ttlr: eff ect on the hunters who 

by now 1'·wore black caps but otherwise they were almost naked" 

( LOF, p. 7 L;-) ~ ar,d provokes the fury of 1Ja.ck .1 T,,,Jho bre.=:tks one 

of Piggy's lenses. The symbol of wisdom is half damaged as 

arder is severely challenged. Still the fire and the conch 

are the instruments that Ralph uses to govern the children. 

It is through fire that 

Ralph asserted his chieftainship and could not have 
chosen a better way if he had thought for days. 
Against this weapon so indefinable and so effective, 
Jack was powerless and raged on different sides of 
a high barrier. When they had dealt with the fire 
another crisis arase, Jack had no means of lighting 
it. Then to his surprise, Ralph went to Piggy and 
took the glasses from him. Not even Ralph knew how 
a link between him and Jack had been snapped and 
fastened elsewhere (LOF, p, 79)< 

The fire that had joined Jack and Ralph before becomes 

the cause of their separation, and only momentarily do the 

children get together to warm bodies and hearts. Very soon 

Ralph finds himself lamenting the decay of the symbols of 

authority. The deterioration of the trunk-throne and 

especially that of the conch:, for íiexposure to the air had 

bleached the yellow and pink to near white, and transparen

cy11 ( 19r ~ p. 8 5) :, parallels the d.isintegra tion of the va.1ues 

these objects stand for. La-ter Ra1ph is cry :i nwe ought to 

die befare we let the fire out (LOF, p. 88) has no resonance 
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in th0. childre n ' s mi ndsJ and they giggle , for " the primary 

images are no longer thos e of fire and light but those of 

darkness and blood, " 1 º as RosenfiE:ld states. The beast on 

top of the mountain contributes to increase his desolation 

and Ralph rationalizes : 

As long as thereis light we 1 re brave enough. 
But then? And now that thing squats by the fir e 
as though it didn~t want us to be rescued (LOF, 
p. 138). 

Literally, 11 that thing ,H hidden within themselves, sq_uats 

by the firc cf their low pass i o ns . The beast , the evil 

within , indeed does not want them to be res cued. This vi e w 

is r e inforced by LTack' s wor'ds that nthe beast is a hunter:1 '' 

and Jack, the best hunter and therefore i ts best exemplar, 

leaves and dives into the forest, where he feels at ease 

now . The other childrenfs assimilation into darkness is 

slower than Jack's. They fear the mountain and dare not 

light ths fire there anymore. It is Piggy who wisely 

suggests to move the fire from the mountain to the be.ach. 

Convinced and proud of nhis cont:ribution to the good of 

society :: he h elp~J to f e tch wood r: ( LOI~>· p .. 1L~ 3). However ~ 

Piggy is mistaken, there is no soci e ty of his own any longer. 

1 ~osEr.1.~ield , p, 127 . 
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This is the last time that the fire gathers the children 

together, far the boys soon desert to join Jack incondition

ally. The fire loses its noble meaning. The boys will be 

attracted only by the negative side of the fire from now on . 

We can see so fa.r that the symbols of nature, shell and 

fire, are intimately interwoven with plot. However, the 

parachutist, the beast in the children's eyes, is nota 

sea-monster ora dsstroying element of nature such as a 

hurricane oran earthquake. It is human. But only Simon 

discovers this truth. The twins readily identify it with 

the beast and when they vividly describe it, the atmosphere 

SE!ems to share their horror: 

They lay there listening, at first with doubt 
but then with terror to the description the twins 
breathed at them between bouts of extreme silence. 
Soon the darkness was full of claws~ full of the 
awful unknown and menace. An interminable dawn 
faded the stars out~ and at last light, sad and 
grey'.) filtered into the shelter (LO[:> p. 108). 

Later~ Ralph, Jack, and Roger see the airman as a 

completely dehumanized being, which n1ooks like a great ape 

si tting as leep i.JÍ th its head between i ts knees n ( LOF 5 p. 13 6) 5 

lit by a sinister moon. The airman, now the beast, parallels 

the piglet and the sow's head. The parachutist and the sow 

are the victims of the cruelty of human beings. The airman 
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and the Lord of the Flies are both exterior symbols of evii 

and decay. Both are corrupted objects. Both are surrounded 

by fl.ie s. Ironically, the beast sits on top of the mountain, 

blue f lov:e1ris only fiftecn yards from t:h e fire ') ~ . 
among !i CODLami-

na.ting the place of hope~ élS the p.1.g ' s head has profaned 

Simon 1 s c learing. Eventually, Simon~ like the parachutist ~ 

becomes a beast in the children's eyes anda victim , When 

Ralph indigna.nt1y asks Simon ,iwha t were you mucking about in 

the dark for ? 1
; (LOF:1 p,, 9:3) the el2rnents see.m to participa.te 

of Ralph? s desperatiorL, fer i,the sun ~-.Yent as if a light had 

ficat:ion with thE 

occur. 

p º 93) 

bea.st ., 

In this obscurity Simonts identi 

and the bcast with a sea-monster, 

By d e humaruzing the a1rDan and Simon, Golding follcyws 

his pattern of animal and natur2 symbolism . Ir1 this wE•,y 

the localization of wickedness in outside things continues 

being one of the keystones in Golding's theme . It is not 

until the reader understands that there is no blame cutside 

but within that he, like Simon or Ralph , achieves enlighten-

ment, fulfilling Golding's aim . 

Dehurnanization is not only us e d to keep the balance 

among the symbols. It is) tcgether with darkness and the 
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somber use of the elements, one of thc ways in which Golding 

shows us how thin the barrier between sanity and irrationality 

1s. Golding reveals, gradually, traits of animalisrn in his 

characters, and uses animal attributes a.nd comparisons to indi-

cate the dark side of the characters. In the first chapter 

Jack and his choir are introduced with darkness as a background. 

They are descri.bed as 11 black birds 1 (LOF, p. 22), because of 

their black cloaks and caps that give them the appearance of 

bat-like creatures . But so far it is only an appearance. 

Later they become animals in a real sense. Their chant:i ¡¡ Kill 

t:he bea.st! Cut his throat! Spill his blood! 11 (LOF, p. 167) 

is literally obeyed and they see a beast in Simon ~ converting 

the most mystic character, the antithesis of dehumanization , 

into a beast. Ironically they are the beast, with claws , 

teeth anda mouth that engulfs the poor boy. 

to 

The sticks f e ll and the mouth of the new circle 
crunched and screamed. The beast was e n his knees 
in the centre, its arms folded over its face. The 
beast struggled forward, broke the ring and fell 
over· the. s teep edge of thE:; rock to the sand by the 
water. At once the crowd surged after it) poured 
down the rock, leapt on to the beast, screamed, 
struck, bit, tore. 
There were no words, and no movement but the 
tearing of teeth and claws (b_OF_, p,. 168). 

This 1s the second time that Golding uses, in relation 

C" • 01mon,, the mctaphor of a "mouth ¡ ¡ to embody wickedness. 



Later, the rema1n1ng light characters are forced by circum

stances to lose their human dignity s at least in appearance , 

as in Piggy's case. The fat boy becomes literally a pig in 

the moment of his death~ far "his head opened and stuff 

carne out and turned red. Piggyis arms a nd legs twitched a 

bit') like a pig's after it has been killed·11 (LOF, p. 200). 

And finally Ralph has to think and act like a pig, and crawl 

on his belly like a worm, in arder to preserve his life. It 

1s not surprising then, that the main dark and strong symbols 

of the novel are giv e n in animal terms> a sow is head, an ape-

like creature, a sea-monster. 

Sea, island ~ and water are important symbols in Lord of 

the Flies where hthe island i tself is boat--shaped:, and the 

. ,. 11 
children typify all mankind on their jour,ney through life." 

At the beginning the sea is a syrnbol of hope, but afterwards , 

it turns into the refuge of the beast , and the children do 

not feel secure on its beach. For Ralph, the sea becomes 

the symbol of utter isclation, of the indifference of the 

universe for his suffering. For the first time, he resents 

11c.B.Cox ~ HJ.Drd of the Flies'.' ii in Ii)F (N), p, 85., 
In relation to this aspect Cox adds: ''A sinri.lar voyage through life 

is symlx)lized by the ri vc:T in The Inheri tors > a.nd Pincher is in.ner voyage 
is a spiritua1 and physica.l struggle with the sea_, Significantly all 
three voyages lead towc::trds dai"'}<ncss . '1 Ibid 
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the sea he has loved s o deeply ~ and laments h is difficulty in 

thinking, that incrEases because of the ''effect of wave after 

wave, the rise and fall until scmething of the remoteness of 

the sea numbed his brainn (LOF '., p , 122). But the sea, like 

the firE;, has another connotation. As Cox observes'.> Hit is 

significant that the two boys who are killed, Sirnon and 

Piggy, are taken back to this infinite i 12 ocean. In Sirnon 1 s 

case, the sea is the purifying elernent which takes hirn away 

with great care and reverence, as if the sea wanted to 

compensate the compassionate boy for his rnartyrdom, oras 

Cox adds ~ qThe a.dv,:1ncing waves are like moonbe:: am--bodied 

creatures, gently washing the body of Simon free from all 

stain, and dressing him in pearls, silver and marble in 

, f h . . f . . 1 .r- -4 h th h. 1 d ,, 1 3 
toKen o te ricnness o nis ove ~or e.e o· er c.1~ ren . · 

The sea also receives the body of the airman that descends 

towards the beach while a storm breaks and Siraon is murdered . 

.At midnight the rain ceases a.nd na:ture prepares f01~ the 

burial of Simon. The night clears, the air is fresh, and 

neven the sound of the wa.teP was stilln (_!-iOF, pe 169). This 

scene is one of the most lyrical passag e s of the novel. 

Nature seerns to beautify itself to receivc Simon's body with 

12 Cox ., p. 86. 

13Ibid 
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splendor. Th"=' l~oon bec9mes phosphore.scent, the clear water 

reflects the sky, and thB stars are brighter than ever. -Tiny 

creatures wi th fiery eyes cover Simon' s hair forming a 21 coa:t 

of pearlsn (LOF, p. 170), the line of his cheek silvers, and 

the turn of his shoulder becomes 11 sculptured marble" (.b.QI., 

p. 170), as he is taken away by the sea. Piggy and the conch 

are also taken away by the ocean. The beautiful shell, 

reduced to powder, r-e.turns to its original setting: the sea. 

Like the sea, the fire, a~d the mountain top. Castle 

Rock is symbolic. Castle Rock typifieB the hardening of th.e 

boys' hearts; its caves, their conv.er-sion to sheer s.a1,1ages. 

The scenery is described realistically. The neck tha~ 

separates the Castle from the rest of the island, the waves 

against the pink granite, the rocky stones that will kill 

Piggy, but especially the fla-t pink rock against which 

Piggy will fall ; 

There was one flat rock there, spread like a table, 
and the waters sucking down en the four weedy sides 
made them see like cliffs. Then the sleeping 
leviathan breathed out the water rose, the weed 
streamed, and the water :6oiled over the table rock 
wi th a roar ( LQF '., p. 115). 

are so convincing that we feel the abrup·tness and immediacy 

of the sea and weeds. The entrance is protected by huge 

rocks that Roger immediately identifies wi th weapons. ,Jack 
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sees the Castle as a natural fortress with caves to live in, 

. . 1'+ and stones to defend it from 1ntruders. On the other hand~ 

Ralph vehemently answers: 

"Not me. This 1s a rotten pJ.ace." 

Consciousness of the bad times in between carne to 
them both. 

Jack talked quickly. 
11 Shove a _;:ialm trunk under that and if an enemy 

carne ____ Look: 0 

A hundred feet below them was the narrow causeway, 
then the stony ground , then the grass dotted with 
heads'} and behind that the forest. 

"0ne heave, 11 cried Jack'} exulting, 11 and whee 
He made a sweeping movement with his hand--rLOF, 
pp.116-17). 

T li 

Jack' s excitenment · reminds us of the first expedi tion to the 

top of the mountain when Jack throws a stone at the sea, and 

its passing through the air is described as "the passage of 

an enraged monstert/ (_LO~, p. 30). This is a clue of what the 

rock will symbolize in the last chapters. Rock is another of 

14 . . , . , r • • d d 1 Golding is very concernea w1tn m-=rn s 1.ncreas1ng an angerous contro 
of nature, and expresses his disagr,eement in several passages of this 
novel, especially in this chapü:::.r where a natural and be.autiful bastion 
is JIB.de 2. place to hide savages and perpetrate murder. 

Biles: nrs the control of nature in itself sinful'.) gu_ilty? 11 

Golding: "Just perhaps. Whethcr the beginriing of this is sinful, 
don't ask me, but what you and I as people a.part from our 
lx>oks are stuck with is the fact that the control of ratu
re has beccmE; sinful. .And i t is being controlled not 
through knowledge but through intelligence. 11 Biles, p. 110. 
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Golding's symbols to represent human hardness, and the 

indifference of nature towards man 9 s pain. 15 A rock kills 

Piggy anda rock receives him" 

The cave, synonymous with darkness, primitive civiliza

tion, marks the regression of the boys~ custorns, the breaking 

up of their civilized standards. The children build their 

shelters near the beach, where they try to establish a sense 

of home. When irrationality reaches its peak, the children 

move from the white sand to the dark caves. The once-civi

lized boys trade their shelters for primitive housing. They 

change the nhome counties," of the first page, for the place 

of the vampires .. And the tat-like creatures of the first 

chapter find a corresponding setting. Indeed~ nthe bat-like 

shadow of the evil that flaws every creature covered Eden 

and made an Inferno out of it'.)n 16 says Grande. Thus, through 

an analysis of the setting of the novel, the progressive 

deterioration of the boys, especially of their minds, is 

shown. 

Golding presents his settings as realistically as pos

sible ~ only to make them disapp(;ar at the end 5 as happens 

15on a rcx::~ky overhang l.ok loses part of his f amily and returns defeated 
to earth. On a rocky island Pincher creates his purgatory and hell. 

16luke Grande, nThe Appeal of Golding~ n Ccrrrn.cnw~l 5 in LOF (N) ~ p. ·156. 
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with the children's island, and with the protective overhang 

in The Inheritors, and Pincheris rock. Nature is the best 

device for Golding to emphasize that evil is not external, 

that i t resides in the human hear,t. Very subtly Golding 

makes us see through the children 1 s eyes the deterioration 

of the environment :, a deterioration that exists only in 

their minds. The scenery is the same:, it is the children's 

fear and irrational attitudes what have them see in the 

obscurity of night and forest 5 the reflection of their inte

rior darkness. Concretely, that Golding sets the island 

on fire, indicates that the children have profaned the 

paradise, that children are not naturally good. They are 

human beings, ready to libera.te the evil within them, inde

pendently of the goodness of the environment. Indeed, nit 

(LOF) states quite clearly that the time has come for the 

Western world to abandon its fantastic belief in the 

Rousseauvian concept of the natural goodness of the human 

species, which goodness must lead inevitably to the total 

perfection of the race,.n 17 says Coskren. · In other words) 

Golding pr?ves by the burning of the paradise~ his · .anti-

Rousseauistic view. He uses setting, scenery and nature 

symbolism, to destroy the myth about the innocence in chil

dre.n ,. about the essential goodness in man. 

17Coskren 5 p. 259. 



LIGHT AND DARKNESS IN CHARACTERS 



In Lord ~f the _Flie~, The Inheritor~, and Pincher Martín 

the characters are representative of inner struggles in man, 

and illustrate the progressive absorption of the self by 

evil. The children in Lord of the Flies descend to the 

bottom of darkness and they will presumably carry sorne nega

tive traits into their adulthood; nevertheless, they might 

achieve, after their brutal experience, some kind of enlighteg 

ment that would help them improve as individuals in the 

future. In The Inheritors the absorption is more complete. 

The exemplars of ingenuousness and goodness disappear from 

the surface of the earth, and among the inheritors only Tuami 

develops certain concern for his inner darkness. In Pincher 

Martin the anti-hero is destroyed by the blackness of his 

soul. 

These three novels constitute a universe of darkness in 

which the deterioration of characters and the increasing 

shading of scenery depict the wide scope of wickedness in 

human nature. It is through the images cf white and black, 

the metaphors of light and darkness, and the identification 

of light with goodness and darkness with evil, that the 

changes in scenery and characters' behavior are shown. Ac

cording to Hodson" Pthe characters that Golding creates and 

the presentation of their_behaviour and motives are aids to 
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the understanding of the darkness that l.ies in the heart of 

man." 1. 

The choice of children'.) pre-historie men'.i anda drowninf 

sailor is not accidental. By making British boys that are 

nbest at everything ,- ( LO!_, p. L~7) :; Neanderthals originally 

incapable of evil, anda pocr derelict become part of the 

darkness, Golding awakens his readers and compels them to 

share his appalling view of the potential evil in human 

beings. 

Golding reinforces his view by mea.ns of symbolism, 

which is a basic device in these novels. All the characters 

represent 1 to a certain extent, moral traits. The majority 

reflect ambition, greed, tyranny, selfishness, pride, 

ignorance~ and cruelty. Only a few are inclined to arder, 

loyalty, knowledge, humility, and compassion. That is, the 

characters are identified with light or darkness, although 

the power of the latter is so strong that it stains even 

characters like Ralph, Piggy, Fa, and Lok. OnJ .. y Simon 

escapes from the influence of darkness and emerges as a 

1Leighton Hodson 5 William Golding (Edinburgh: OJiver and Boyd, 1969)"; 
p. 19. 
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. f. 2 Christ-_igure. 

In this way, most of the characters illustrate different 

degrees of darkness, Roger, Pincher, and Marlan are mainly 

evil characters. Jack, naturally quarrelsome and self-confi-

dent, provides the best example of the reversion to savagery. 

Ralph, the good-natured boy 5 demonstrates how easy it is to 

break the barrier between light and darkness, for he once, 

in a moment of cowardice, :c'desperately prayed that the beast 

would prefer littluns" (.!:,OF, p. ::184). Henry enjoys his power 

over living things by poking scavengers, but Tanakil goes 

further by hitting her little friend Liku. 

The physical features of the characters emphasize their 

inner personalities. 3 Piggy's asthma, Simon's fits, and 

Ralph's nail-bitting appear in moments of despair, fear, and 

desolation. Jack's uglinsss, Ralph's attractiveness, and 

the Neanderthals' charro accurately match their behavior. 

The names of Simon~ Roger, Merridew, and Pincher give 

a symbolic dimension to these charactel"S. / Simon is the name 

2 · 1·• • d :i C........ . f. . Ch . Golding: ·I inten ec. a ... rn.·J_st igure in ·ulí:::! liUVe.L, ui::::t;c1use .rist 
figures cccur in hurnanity." In an interview with James Keating. 
"Purdue Interview, n in _!:OF (C):, p. 192. 

311The asthma. always api:,-ears when he (Piggy) J_s confroni:ed with sane
thing beyond his control and understanding. 0 Ian Gregor and Mark 
Kinkead-Weekes,_~tJilli~Jm Golding: A Critical. Study (London: Faber & 
Faber, 1967), p. 36, 
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of one of Christ 1 s apostles. Pincher is the nickname given 

to Christophers in the navy , but it is as well applied to 

gre~dy and nasty persons . Jack's surname ~ Merrydew, is also 

ironic, far it resembles freshness and happiness. According 

to Z.iegler :i the name Roge1') comes frorn nthe Anglo Saxon name 

Hrothgar that :c1eans i spear-fame, r and Ra1ph nis said to be 

k . h A 1 S R d 7 f ' 1~ ·1 ; n 
4 

a in to t. e ng o- .. .' axon .ae wu..1 .. · '.) ·wo r-counci. . 

Irony, another device used in characterization, contrib-

utes to the sense of hopelessness in the novels . Simon, the 

discoverer of the truth that might save society , is condemne d 

not to be believed. Jack, the choir leader, the bearer of 

the silver cross, is forced by circumstances to pa~ticipate 

in a murderous ritual. The Neanderthals 7 b e lief that npeople 

understand each other'7 
( ~OF ') p º 7 2) ;' .leads them to their 

death, and Pincher is defeated by what he loves most, him-

self. 

In spite of the heavy combina tion of irony, symbolism , 

allegory and the constant references to the environment, 

Golding Ys characters are convincing human beings. He cares 

greatly about accurate language and credible attitudes in 

his characters, and uses his vivid imagination to enrich 

4 . . hi' . "('~ Arthur P. Ziegler 5 Jr. in s foreword to t.:,Qf \ ,J , p , x ,. 
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his realistic descriptions. In this way ) he makes the reader 

sympathize with pre-historie beings ~ with the games and 

reactions of schoolboys, and with the physical and mental 

efforts of a drowning person to overcome the elements. It is 

precisely in the struggle between man and the outside world 

that Golding's a.bility to cormnunicate immediacy about scenery 

and characters is shown~ 

On the other hand, Golding 1 s tendency to label each par t 

of his invented world with a specific cate gory makes it 

difficult to analyze the characters independent~y from scen

ery, plot, and theme, a relationship which limits their 

stature and psychological depth. It is also part of Golding 's 

technique that the characters soon split into light and dark 

categories, and it is the interaction of these forces what 

gives them realism and growth, and saves them from [;ymbolic 

stiffness. 

It is also character1istic of Golding to present common 

people who succumb to darkness, under the pressure of fear 

of the unknown, the loss of confide.nce in themselves and in 

the patterns of the world around them, and especially because 

of their confrontation with their inner selves. 

Golding deliberately wins the reader's sympathy towards 
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those of his characters who behave normally in the first 

chapters and makes of their later reversion to a nimality the 

climax of his first three n ovels , in order to produce in the 

reader horror for the characters he once admired , proving 

in this way his thesis about the inherent wickedness in human 

nature. 

In Lord of the Flies Golding presents the gradual moral 

disintegration of ordinary schoolboys. The marooned children 

react boyishly at first to the surroundings , playing, swimming :> 

and exploring , The group, heterogenuous in age , social class, 

and behavior, soon establishes a society based on the adult 

model. Without adult supervision , their democratic system 

fails. The deterioration starts with fear of the unknown, 

challenge of the rules, thirst for power , and cruelty. Onc e 

law and order break down, the inherent evil in the boys come s 

out. This conclusion can be supported by an examination of 

the boys as they are at the beginning of the novel 1 ancl then 

by noting what they have become by the. end. 

RALPH 

When we first s e e Ralph he is an immature , ingenuous boy, 

a dreamer who is to undergo a full process of maturation, 

enlightenment, and disillusionme.nt under the burden of leader -
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ship and responsibility to protect society from chaos. 

Ralph resembles a Greek leader, an Ancient god, cr an 

angel, because of his beauty, size, strength, gentleness ) 

and justice. Indeed, he has all the physical attributes to 

become a boxer, a warrior, ora savage hunter . It is on l • 
úlS 

decision which role to take tha.t thc novel centers. 

At the beginning Ralph is a happy, optimistic boy~ detcr

mined to take advantage of his opportunity to live freely on 

a paradisial island ) away from school discipline and parents ~ 

supervision. He believes in the Queen whose room full of 

maps will facilitate his rescue, and in the efficiency of 

the navy, reoresented by his father. Therefore ~ he does not 

share Piggy~s concern fer the possible destruction of the 

British Isles. Instead, Ralph prefers to stay naked on the 

beach, and dream about fantastic adventures such as those in 

Treasure Island and Coral Island. It is by mentioning the 

titles of these 19th-century novels, that Golding suggests 

Ralph's identification with the romantic ideals displayed 

by these books about the goodness of educated British boys, 

and the triumph of reason and civilization. At the end, 

Ralph is a mentally aged, bitter boy who is rescued by a 

na.rrow-mindE:-u Bl'li tish Officer., ~ a replica of his father. 
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It is gradually that Ralph experiences the destruction 

of his dreams, games '."/ romantic .ideas '.J and leadership. His 

disillusionment starts wi th the br•eaking up of the rules, 

the children's indifference towards rescue and his perception 

of the dualism of human nature. He cleeply feels the bitter

ness of political defeat, social failure, and the pain of 

losing his dearest friends. In a word, his suffering begins 

with the finding of the conch, his election as a chief, and 

his role as a rescuer and protector of society. 

Ralph is slow in learning and thinking. It takes him 

a long time te learn about the existence of evil in himself 

and in others, to detect Jackvs cunning personality, to 

apprehend the wickedness of the hunters. Even at the end, 

Ralph stubbornly attributes their evil to accidental circum

stances, and insists on relying on their daylight sanity, 

for nthey were savages, i t w.::rn true; but they were human 

(~OF, p. 205), It is also in a slow and painful way that 

Ralph learns that games deterioratc into cruelty and murder, 

and dreams turn into night:mares .. Ralph also has grsat 

difficulty in thinking under pressure: andas the irration

ality of the boys increases, his capacity to think lowers. 

It is precisely in the development of his potentialities to 

learn and think that he grows and the meaning of his char

acter is fully appreciated. 
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There is hope in Ralph's progressive learning. Lord of 

the Flies is a pessimistic book in which Ralph is the oply 

survivor among the three boys who do not succumb to darkness . 

His discovery about the innate evil in man is the only hope 

left to the reader that spiritua l s urvival and e nlightenment 

i~ attaiha5le by ordinary Llan. Ralph is the average bright 

citizen whose salient characteristic is his common sense" and 

he knows how to use it. 

Ralph discovers the conch and learns how to blow it. 

He learns how to make quick decisions at the assemblies. 

He becomes a good organizer and fluent speaker . He invents 

the fire signal and the shelters. He establishes the rules 5 

and makes the children respect them nbecause the rules are 

the only thing we t ve got 11 
( LOF :· p. l O O) º He orders Piggy 

to take a list of names and thinks of the littluns whenever 

there is danger. According to Whi tl e y Ralph li gain s sorne 
r 

objectivity and see s the boys as grubby like himselfn°. 

He develops a growing dislike for his filthy appearance , 

the boys' nakedness and his own, but he especially feels 

horror for the painted faces of the hunters. He learns 

that his initial goal of having fun in an orderly way , 

5 . 1 4c: Whit ey :: p . o. 
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while they wait for their rescue 5 is not enough to guarantee 

an indefinite idyllic situation. He realizes that he does 

not longer fit in the paradise of the island. The place he 

once compared with Coral Island and Treasure Island has become 

a gloomy and menacing site where he picks up fruit with spears 

for fear of the beast. He even comes to reject the idea of 

forest:; sea, or isolation . .Andas Whitley says "his growing 

perception is enforced by his sense of man's isolation in 

nature 06 . Finally, Ralph discovers that people are not what 

they seem to be, and that it is not easy to govern the chil

dren through democratic means. 

He also learns to appreciate the good qualities of his 

friends. Piggy is not longer a nuisance~ and Simon ceases 

to be nbatty. n He now values Piggy ·; s judicious advice and 

loyal ty ~ and he admir1 es Simon' s courage in crossing the 

jungle in the darkness. It is not until Ralph has a new 

scale of values and recognizes thought in others, that his 

enlightenment starts~ 

Ralph has his limitations. He is not perfect G He is a 

bad chess player anda tolerant leader. His values are 

·6 
'Wbi tley 5 p. 4.5 ~ 
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handicapsin a reign of terror. Hisfailure is partly dueto his 

extreme honesty , gentleness, and ingenuousness , Nevertheless, 

Ralph is not basically different from the rest of the group . 

He cannot reject the temptation to e atj to amuse hirnself , and 

to inflict pain to others. He is very human, and shows the 

different phases through which he passes befare he can discover 

the truth that will let him become a better citizen in the 

future. Indeed, he 1s the best excmplar of the struggle 

between good and evil, for he tries to control his dark 

instincts, and makes desperate efforts to overcome 

indifference towards the deterioration of the children, and 

surmount his own disillusion. He even considers resigning 

the chieftainship 5 but he realizes that he is the only forc e 

that can oppose Jack's brutality, and bravely continues his 

work. 

The attendance to the feast and the witnessing of 

Simon 9 s murder mark Ralph's lowest descent into darkness . 

On the other hand, Ralph is the only boy who is ready to 

accept his share of guilt as a result: of Simon 1 s murder . It 

is precisely this recognition what highlights Ralph 1 s enlighte~ 

ment. His bitter exclamation.;, t,that was murder, H_ is followed 

by his vehement appeal to Piggy " nDonit you understand'., Piggy? 

The things we did ____ ,. and he immediately· adds, nr I m 
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frightened. Of us. I want to go home. Oh God I want to go 

home 11 
( LOF, pp ,. :1. 7 2-3) • These last wor<ls show tha t Simon is insig:t,.t 

r, i t • s only us ," begins to be und ers tood by Ra1ph , the only 

on who will carry the message back to society. But Ralph 

is nota saint like Simon that a pprehends the truth intuitive

ly. He is nota mystic oran intele ctual. He is an ordinary 

boy who needs the full impact o f horror and pain to become 

fully enlightened . 

Ralph opens and clases the nov e l , anda comparative 

analysis of what Ralph was in the fü,st chapter and what he 

has become in the last one , illustrates his eventual disinte -

gration o Physically, Ralph 1 s marble- like body becomes scarred 

nakedness at the end, his fair hair is a curtain of tendrils 

that creep all over his face, and the littluns who loved him 

now scream and run away from him :• afraid of his appearance 4 

Mentally, Ralph 1:dr1eads the curtain that might waver ... in his 

brain, blackening out the sense of danger; rnaking a simpleton 

f h . 1• ( T 0..-. r •. ,-, ) o irn 1 .:::.._:!._ , p ., '!. 1 , ,, " Spiri t ua lly ~ Ralph '.) the well-rrannered 

and sensible leaderj is reduced to his lowest ebb when he is 

forced to think and behave asan animal would do to preserve 

his life, and to realize 17 lying . down in thE~ da1.:-iknessn that 

11 he was an outcast. !Cos I ha.d sorne s ens e? H (f..j OF, p e 205) , 

Ralph is not longer the self-confident boy who once voted 
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against the existence of ghosts , now he whimpers and longs 

for human company J for 11 if the horror of the supernatural 

emerged one cou1d a. t leas t mix wi th humans n ( LOI_ , pe :17 2) . 

Finally, it is through the painful effect of a second murder, 

that of his dearest friend, Piggy, and the betrayal of the 

twins--his last hope of attaining rescue--that h e reaches 

complete disillusionment. 

Thus Golding has Ralph dev c lop fr--iom the handscme boy 

who used to express his happiness by standing on his head, to 

the terrified nscar'ecrow" who 1:needed a bath:1 a haircut: , a 

nose-wipe anc1 a good deal of ointmen-r ( LQ.!>· p. 2 21) 'J in order 

to make him weep not only for the hunters ~ moral disinte

gration and his own, but essentially for the power of evil in 

man. 

Irony and horror are the eleme nts that Golding selects 

to depict Ralph's final self-awareness. It is ~ighly ironic 

that Ralph 1 s only W(?.apon 3 thc stick that held the pig's sow 5 

becomes the crutch on which he re e ls, and the instrument of 

his illumination. As Clark states . n1f the pig 1 s head 

spoke to Simon , the stake that held it up eventually becomes 

Ralph is guide to why 'things are 1v,7ha. t they a.re. 'n 7 Indeed ~ 

7 Georg e Clark, 11William Golding I s Pedagogy ') n in Seven Contemporary 
Author§_ (Austin ¿ London; Uni versi ty of Texas Press, 196 6) ~ p ~ 8 3 , 
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will be impaled on a stick like the one he is carrying, tha~ 

he fully realizes the darkness of man ' s heart . It is whe n h e 

understands that reality might be worse than a. nightmare J and 

that his hunting was nota game but a real t h ing that Ralph 

"weeps for the end of innocence n qjor ; p. 2 2 3 ) ) an innocence 

that has never existed 1 except in his mind . li e fina.lly 

grasps, as Simon did, that the beast has always been in their 

hearts. Ralph 1 s solitude and bitterness are greater t han 

ever . The last of his dreams about adult sanity ends, for 

the officer is as blindas he was when h e arrived on thc 

isla.nd. 

JACK 

Jack is the tyrant who governs by f ear and is himself 

haunted by fear. He 1s initially the tough leader of a church 

choir who ends upas the chief of a tribe o f hunters that has 

degenerated into savagery . Jack repres e nts ~1icke dness and 

irrationality, and his hunters support him as a dictator 

because they shar e his thirst for power and blood , and enjoy 

themselves in crue lty. 

Jack' s bel.ligerent personali ty is sketched in his fJ~rst 
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presentation through black images and emphasized by his rude 

behavior. Jack appears amidst a dark atmosphere, commanding 

his choir in a tyrannical way, as if it were a military troop. 

He wears a black cap, anda long black cloak in which he mov e s 

like a vampire. His red hair, blue eyes~ and ugliness, give 

him the appearance of a Satan-like figure. 

Since his first address Jack reveals his haughtiness and 

self-confidence. Without any salutation and with a martial 

tone he asks about a 11 mant1 and becomes a.ngry when he finds a 

boy instead. Jack is the only boy who gives his surname, 

and ironically he is the one who loses his identity sooner 

and more prof oundly than the others. When Piggy says, •'iwc 

got most names 11 
( 10~'.) p. 2 2) '.' lJ a.ck 1-ieplies wi th sarcasm } 

í 1Kids ! names, ¡¡ adding quickly ~- i'Why should I be Jack? 

I 'm Merrj_dew! n (LO:[_; p. 22L And a.s Handley states ~ ,;1.Jack 

has the adult preference for the use of surnames as against 

Christian names, in fact it is one of the marks of his 

8 
superficial maturity º 11 

Jackrs apparent maturity and dctermination mark him a s 

the logical leader of the group, and when Ralph is elected 

chief instead of him, ; the freckles on Jack's face disappeared 

8Graham Handley ;l in Brodie' s Notes on nwil.lici . .In. Golding' s LOF11 (London : 
Pan Books L td. 5 196 5) , p. 1 O. 
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under a blush of mortification 1
• ( LOF ::- p. 2L¡.). lJack can 

scarcely hide his disillusion, for he considers himself the 

best leader, and had taken for granted being elected chief, 

for he was ·,, chapter cho1--iis ter and. H€::ad boy, 11 and n could sing 

e sharp 11 (1_0~~ 5 p. 23). 

For the time being Jack consolcs himself for his failure 

by making his choir boys hunters~ and suggests the first 

exploration to the top of the mountain during which more hints 

about his bellicose personality are given. He remains 

indifferent to the beauty of the island, and only sees the 

possibilj_ty of ºcatching things ,., until they fetch usn (LOF_ .> 

p. 32), insinuating danger and defeat. He is as well the one 

who introduces the question about ,; something on the isL3.nd ~ ·: 

giving way to the 11 snake-talk 11 (LQ!.'_:; p. 39) > that marks the 

beginning of the terror that will contribute to destroy boys 

and island. 

Indeed , Jack's salient characteristics, arrogance, 

aggression, and hateare the disguises of his intimate fear . 

His mistake lies in not trying to discover the sources of his 

terror, for if he had, he might hav e achieved sorne kind of 

salvation. Instead, he looks for ways to hide his fear , 

which make him move in circles of terror that become darker 
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each time. The circles that Jack constantly draws on the 

sand with his fing ers and the circular movement that he 

follows in his ritual dances are symbolic of the terrified 

circle in which he moves, from the killing of th e first 

piglet~ to the murder of his companions. 

Jack's tendency to satiate his hate and cruelty with 

those who cannot defend themselves is shown since the begin

ning, when he exclairns :1 "'We' 11 have rules and rules and if 

anyone breaks them º • • H ( LOF '.l p ,. 3 6) .. This rnenacing tone never 

leaves him . He is particularly fond of threatening Piggy, 

whose glasses he breaks without reason. In this opportunity 

Jack hypocritically apologized for his letting out of the 

fire but he never mentions his repentance for Piggy's reduc

tion to half-blindness. Afterwards, Jack will not show any 

remarse for the fat boy ' s death or any pity for Ralphis 

persecution. Moreover , Jack constantly criticizes Ralph for 

overprotecting Piggy , 1' '0h right. Favour Piggy a s you always 

do. v Jackws voice sounded in bitter mimicry. 11 And later h e 

adds, '1 You 1 re alwe.ys sea.red. Fa.tty ~¡, (J:.'.._~I'._ 5 p. 11-1). Piggy 

becomes Jack's target , for he repr e sents what Jack hates more , 

physical weakness and r a tional .arder. 

At first ,Jack is not a wholly evil. character º He has his 
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good qualities. He is a brave and hard worker . He shares 

with Ralph a "shy liking,n whenever they undertake a practical 

task like exploring , lighting a fire , hunting a boar, or 

searching for the beast. He once regrets the blood on his 

hands, and fails to kill a piglet i'beca.use of the enormi ty 

of the knife descending and cutting into living flesh:( ( LOF ; 

p. 34). As a hunter he does his best to get meat for the 

community, and in his own manner he tries t o wi.n the boys 7 

acceptance, nJack sought, charita.bl e in his happiness to 

include them in the thing that had happenect ·;i (LO~,, p. 76) . 

It is Jack's fate to be obeyed fearfully by those who admir e 

his toughness but nc::ver to be loved. In fact Jack '1 looked 

round for understanding and found only respect '1 (LOF, p. 81) .. 

Jack 7 s tendency to cloak his personality under a mask 

indicates that he is not spiritually well-balanced, that he 

has descended into animality. His reversion is not only 

spiritual but also physical. His eyes are described in terms 

of a nbolting, opaque, mad look n (_!-iOF? p. 58). He becomes 

and behaves like an animal. He walks on all fours, assesses 

the air for information, and follows the drops of blood left 

by the pigs '.I as ii if he loved them. n He becomes part of the 

forest and feels at ease at Castle Rock . He invents a mask 
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which he dislikes at first 5 for the reflection of his "new" 

face on the water 1s that of a stranger, not his. But soon 

nthe mask was a thing on its own behind which Jack hid:, li

berated from shame and self-consciousnessn (LOF, p. 69). 

Significantly, Jack's laughter at his new identity becomes 

na bloodthirsty snarlingn (LOF, p. 69) . 

This change affects Jack 1 s whole personality and the 

last vestiges of a civilized life are easily forgotten. He 

breaks away from everything that Ralph stands for, and when

ever he has to commit a violent act he will take his new 

disguise. When he plans to raid the boys for fire he says, 

"We'll put on paint and sneak up; Rogcr can snatch a branch 

while I say what: I wantlf (LO:f_~ p. 150). He appea:rs in front 

of the boys "stark na.ked saved for paint anda belt" (LO[, 

p. 155), and asks his hunters to proclaim him chief. From 

this moment on, the Jack Merridew of the first chapter fades 

into the anonymity of savage life, and becomes simply the 

Chief. Even Ralph and Piggy, when they refer to Jack, prefer 

to use the pronoun "he" for 11 a taboo was evolving round that 

word too!! (LOF, pº 154). By the end, Jack is so transformed 

mentally and physically that Ralph has to "gaze at the green 

and black mask befare him, trying to remember what Jack 

looked like" ( LOF, p. 19 7) . 
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Jack's animality increases as his power over the children 

grows . He sits on a log that is his throne, all painted and 

garlanded like an idol, waited on by his slaved hunters. He 

looks at Piggy and Ralph spitefully and feels that "power lay 

in the brown swell of his forearms; authority sat on his 

shoulder and chattered in his ear like an apen (LOF, p. 165) . 

Jack had already liberated his atavistic instincts when he 

baptized himself with the hlood of his first slaughter , and 

now that his excessive pride has been fulfilled, he believes 

that he has control over the elements and commands the boys 

to do their ritual dance to placate the storm. The frantic 

attitude of the boys heightens their animality, and Jack and 

the boys become the nbeast." 

Jack passes through different stages before h e los e s hi s 

humanity. The choir leader becomes successively the explorer , 

the hunter, the murderer , the dictator, and the satanic pries t . 

Each role shows his moral disintegration. As a demagogue, h e 

finds in meat, hunting, and fear the elements far a motto that 

will enchant his followers, ';Kill the pig. Cut her throat. 

Spill her blood!" (LOF, p. 75). When Jack exchanges the word 

pig for 'beast,' he becomes a merciless tyrant. If with the 

breaking of one of Piggy's glasses Jack introduced violence 
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into the island, with their theft he consolidates his 

dictatorship, for he feels that "he was a chief now in truth" 

( LO F , p . 1 8 6 ) . 

Ralph indignantly tells Jack, "You ' re a. beast anda 

swine anda bloody, bloody thief!" (LOF) p . 198), to which 

Jack reacts by throwing him aspear. He irnmediately incites 

his mob against Ralph and Piggy, and encourages Roger to 

murder the fat boy. He tortures the boys to exercise his 

power over them. He organizes the hunting of Ralph. He 

orders Roger to sharpen a stick for Ralph's hsad, which will 

be his supreme gift to the darkness. He makes himself 

absolute ruler, and emerges as a priest of the Lord of the 

Flies. In a word, Jack represents the chaotic forces that 

undermine society when terror and tyranny instead of rea.son 

and democracy, are the means of governing people. 

It is in the last chapter that Jack's evil tendencies 

are fully realized. Jack is presumably the only boy who 

has a knife on the island and knows how to use it. Soon 

the knife becomes the symbol of murder~ cruelty, and terri

fying power. Indeed, uthe .knife is fixed as the symbol of 

corruption," 9 says Freedman. With the knife, Jack · mªke-s 

9:Freedrnan, p. 45. 
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spears, cuts up pigs, and he will eventually use it to de

capitate human beings. In the closing scene, Jack is the 

same little, unpleasant boy of the beginning. He wears the 

remains of a black cap, the remains of Piggy's specs, aspear, 

and the knife. The lenses are broken and useless, but Jack 

keeps them as if they were a trophy of his victory over wisdom, 

order, and compassion. The cap is his last link with a church 

anda past that Jack soon forgets. Th.e cap is now the symbol 

of his negative leadership. The knife is the product of a 

civilization that Jack has defeated through his irrational 

ábuse of power. The spea:r., symbol of human misuse of nature, 

is Jack's sceptre. A weapon instead of the conch. When the 

naval officer sees such an insignificant boy, he could never 

guess that Jack has undergone the different stages of war 

struggle, of which he is a representative as well. There is 

parallelism between Jack and the officer. Both are hunters, 

man hunters. Both represent destructive forces. Both have 

similar emblems, Jack, his knife and spear and the officer, 

his revolver anda warship. If the officer cannot under

stand how an educated British boy, conditioned by moral and 

social restraints could revert to a savage, the reader can, 

the reader knows the cause. Jack has exemplified the author's 

aim: to destroy the myth of innocence, the belief in the 

natural goodness of man. 
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PIGGY 

If Jack helps the author undermine the myth of the 

11 noble s avage 3 " Piggy's awkward personality serves well to 

point out Goldingvs bitter comments on raticmalism . Golding 

has said on several opportunities that man should devote all 

his strength to narrow the gap beween the ra tional and the 

irrational, between the scientific and the spiritual. Goldin g 

calls this effort the · í'cverr.iding necessity n of modern man 1

1 0 

adding that if man cannot succeecI in bringing together thought 

and feeling) science and the humanities, at least he should 

be aware of the necessity of building a bridge between them. 

If man realizes this need 1 then there will be hope for the 

technological world of the future. 

Golding scornful.ly calls Piggy a nrationalist , who 1 s 

.. h . h - d . 1·k t . . .. l 1 f 
·

1 s ort-sig ted an naive J. e mos sc1ent1sts ~ ' ' or he is 

unable to understand the irrational society that i s building 

up around him 3 and consistently denies everything that canno t 

be explained in rational terms. 

As everythin~ else in the novel 5 Pig gy is highly symbolic . 

Nevertheless, his physical description and beha~ior are so 

10ror additional information see Biles ·¡ n1he Overriding Necessity , ,¡ 

p. 101. 

11Biles, ,:piggy1
', p. 12 ° 
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vividly done that we could simply see in him the ludicrous 

fat boy whose nickname suits him literally. 

Claire Rosenfield says that Piggy represents the ''light 

12 of reason." It is significant that he first appears trying 

to disentangle the creepers that have caught him. If we 

remember that tbe creepers stand for the evil-snake) for 

irrationality, then Piggy's first gesture is to be interpreted 

as his struggle to liberate reason from the chaotic forces 

that eventually will defeat him, J.mrnediately following this 

symbolic liberation, Piggy's face is twisted with pain be

cause of a diahrrea, which tells us of Piggy's excessive 

appetite, as if Golding wanted to say that reason is not 

independent from corruption. 

Piggy's lenses and his myopia have two contradictory 

meanings. According to Whitley "the myth that spectaoles 

denote superior intellect not merely persists, but is taken 

13 for grantcd." Indeed :; eyeglasses ha.ve been customarily 

accepted as a symbol of intelligence, but his myopia warns 

us about his limitations. At least indirectly, he is 

responsible for the boys' gathering and their democratic 

12 f' Rosen Jeld, p. 130. 

13Whitley, p. 146. 
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organization, for Ralph's election, for the lighting of the 

fire, for according to Hillegas "symbolic of Piggy's role as 

the intellect is the use of his spectacles to bring fire to 

the island, "
14 

and for devising the shel ters. But at the same 

time, Piggy is ineffectual unless through Ralph, and his 

wisdom is often severely questioned. 

This double view of Piggy makes him an ironic character. 

He is always worried about what grown-ups would think about 

the boys' behavior and constant~ly scolds them for 11 acting like 

a crowd of kids 11 (LOF, p. 42), failing te comprehend tha.t if 

the boys were really behaving like children, there would be 

no need for his d2sperate uttera.nce~ "What are we? Huma.ns? 

Or animals? Or savages? What's grown-ups going to think?n 

( LOF, p. 99), for they are imi tating exactly what adul ts arE: 

doing in the outside world. 

Piggy's excessive faith in the scientific world is 

another irony. He does not make any effort to adapt himself 

to the primitive setting, and longs for his return to the 

adult world, forgetting that his "scientific world" is being 

blown up by its own devices: atomic bombs. 

The greatest irony is his death. In the moment when he 

14 ·11 66 Hi egas, p. º 
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loses his own cowardice and gains the full respect of Ralph, 

the person he admires most, Piggy is literally and symbolical

ly devoured by the beast in the children's heart. A beast 

that Piggy does not accept, at least 11 with claws and all 

that , " and when he asks "what would a beast eat?" the ---
children prophetically answer him, 

"Pig.n 

"We ea t pig. 11 

"Piggy! (LOF 5 p. 91). 

"The boys do indeed eat the pig and Piggy is destroyed 

by the pig-eating beast which lurks deep in each ene of them,"15 

says Whi tley. Piggy dies hearing but not seeing the great 

rock which strikes him, and his most valuable gift, his 

brains, is reduced to 11 red stuff, ; ( LOF,, p. 2 O O) • Indeed, 

Piggy's murder shows "what happEms to scicntific man when h e 

trusts only in the activity of his unaided reason, 1d 6 says 

Coskren. La.ter, Ralph weeps for the nw.ise" friend (LQF, 

p. 223), which is another irony, for Piggy dies without 

attaining self-awareness. 

Piggy's inability to analyse his own self and his 

tendency to loca.te evil in others prevent him from becoming 

15Whitley, p. 23. 

16c - 259 os.k:t.:en, p. . 
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enlightened. He readily sees in Jack the primary source of 

evil on the island~ but he is blind to his own defects. He 

is unaware that a weakness of his flesh, his desire for meat, 

contributes to the darkest moment of his life. Piggy advises 

Ralph to attend the feast, and gives asan excuse, "to rnake 

sure that nothing happens" (LOF, p. 163). Once the feast is 

over, Piggy forsees that something might happen, and selfishly 

tells Ralph, "Come away. There' s gc,ing to be trouble. And 

we've had our meat 11 (LOF, p. 166). But they stay, and the 

fcllowing day Piggy tries to still his remarse by a cold 

analysis of the situation. He blames the wildness of the 

boys, the storm, and the darkness of the night. He attributes 

Simon's death toan accident, rationalizing: 

"It was an accidcnt," sa.id P.iggy suddenly, "that's 
what it was. An accident. 11 His voice shrilled. 
again. "Coming in the dark ___ he had no business 
crawling like that out of the dark. He was batty. 
He asked for it." He gesticulated widely again. 
"It was an accident 11 (LOF, p. 173). 

From Piggyws rational point of view, evil is not inherent in 

man, it is circumstantial. It depends on the situation in 

which a human be.ing is placed. Besides) Piggy has to touch, 

see, and act to convince himself of something. He thinks 

that because he did not take aspear ora stone to hurt 
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Simon he is innocent. For Piggy's rationalistic mind, Simon's 

behavior is illogical. He is 11 batty,n for only a senseless 

person can cross the mountain in the darkness ~ espe cially if 

the existence of the beast had been confirmed, and Ralph had 

warned him not to do so. For this reason, Piggy qualifies 

Simon's discovery about the inherent evil in man with a very 

expressive syllable, <:'Nuts ! 11
• This word reflects very clearly 

Piggy's concept of life. He does not accept ambiguities. He 

has a strict sense of what is right and wrong. However j Piggy, 

who is used to talking too much, a nd interfering whenever 

there is something he dislikes, does nothing to stop Simon's 

murder. lie remains as if hypnotized by the franctic dance 

of the boya, 2nd his sense of "decorumn is forgotten. In 

short, what Piggy is not capable of understanding is that a l l 

of the boys in a lesser or greater degr e e are responsibl e 

for the happenings, that even he, a mere spectator, is moral ly 

involved in Simon's murder. 

Besides, Piggy has a very peculiar sense of honesty, for 

he cxclairns as a salvation formula., i ' We was on the outside. 

We never done nothing. We never s e en nothing¡' (LQF, p. 174) , 

trying to exonerate hirnself of any guilt. Finally, his 

inability to recognize his own capacity for evil, and his role 

as a passive observer of life rnake Pig-gy a. pathetic figure. 
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It is Piggyis misfortune to be an outsider anda parody 

of himself. Naively he confesses his nickname to Ralph giving 

way to the mocke1")y of the children . His constant coIIlJTlents 

about his aunt and her sweetshop , his past illnesses, his 

laziness, his incipient baldness , his fatness, and his fear 

of Jack, rnake it easier for the children to ridicule and 

humiliate him. Although Piggy emerges as a parental figure, 

for he often nwith the martyred expression of a parent who 

has to keep up with the senseless ebullience of the children n 

(LOF, p. 42):} reminds the boys of their civilized back

ground, he never tries to discover the causes of their mis

behavior , orto gain the boys' friendship~ except Ralph 7 s. 

On the contrary , Piggy always plays the role of the outsider. 

He is the only boy who testifies, '1 I didn 1 t vote for no ghosts ! n 

(LOL, p. 99). He insists that ghosts cannot exist, "'cos 

things wouldnit make sense. Houses an 1 streets, an' ----
TV ____ they couldn 1 s workn ( LOF, p. 1 O 1) , ignoring tha t 

ghosts cannot be dispelled as long as there is fear. Again~ 

Piggy is the only boy who does not accept fear asan ab-

straction, as a product of his imagination. Fear for him 

arises from a concrete basis, it is simply an instinctive 

reaction of self-defense. In fact , sorne critics have seen 

in Piggy' s utterance i' there is no fear _ __ unless we get 

frightened of people 11 (LOF_, p º 92) a similar view to Simon's 
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insight 11 maybe ii~' s only us, 11 that is, fear as a manifestation 

of the evil in man. However, it is Jack who approaches 

Simon's view more closely, for he visualizes fear as part of 

human nature. He says to i::he boy:3, nBe frightened because 

you're like that" (LOF, p. 91), while Piggy confesses to 

Ralph: 

adding: 

I'm scared of him and that's why I know him . If 
you're scared of someone, you bate him but you can•t 
stop thinking about him. You kid yourself he's all 
right really, an 1 then when you see him again; it's 
like asthma any you can't breathe (LOF, p. 102). 

... I been in bed so much I done sorne thinking. I 
know about people. I know about me. And him. He 
can hurt you: but if you stand out of the way he'd 
hurt the next thing. And that's me (LOF, p. 102). 

Piggy is right . He is unable to fight Jack physically, and 

his reason is of no use against Jack's savagery. He is 

condemned to be the outsider in a world seized by terror in 

which his mind proves to be powerless to salve the problem 

of evil, hate or moral integrity. 

The fact that Piggy, the intellectual pragmatist, and 

Simon the mystic boy die, reinforcesGolding's view that 
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must rest on a wise equilibrium between science 

The split between them, which is the general 

tendency nowadays) will lead to the destruction of our 

humani ty. Human beings will be ei ther robots or sa.vagE!S 

incapable of value judgments about the world around them and 

their own selves. 

SIMON 

Simon's role is to discover the true natur e of the boys' 

selves through an intuitive process. The drawing of his 

whole personality is postponed until late in the novel . Simon 

rises in stature as the novel reaches its deepest meaning. 

His symbolic character is cornprehended at the climax, in an 

imaginative scene full of irnagery and syrnbolism. To comprehend 

Simon's insight is to grasp the author's message about our own 

humanity, for Golding considers that ''the greatest pleasurc 

is not_._say_._sex or geornetry. It is just understanding. 

And if you can get people to understand their own humanity __ well, 

1711Toe man on the street is persuaded by persistent half-truths that 
'Science' is the most important thing in the world, and Education ha.s 
been half persuaded too ... I am not thinking now of the genuine scientist, 
the natural philosopher. He is, at rnost, part of one per cent. Such a 
boy or man is intelligent enough to move outside his own subjects and 
f i nd what there is for him arnong the arts." Golding in non the er,est of 
the Wave," H~G., pp. 129-30. 
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that's the job of the writer.":.tS 

Simon is described as a nvivid little boy" (1:,0F, p. 25) 3 

whose face glows. He is the typical saint-like figure, skinny, 

pale, and ascetic, ready to help others and sacrifice himself. 

He is introduced as a member of the choir boys. He wears the 

black cloak with the silver cross, but in his case, his belief 

in a spiritual life does not abandon him; on the contrary, it 

increases as the boys' savagery grows. From the beginning, 

Simon is presented as a helper] a mediator. He picks up fruit 

for the littluns and helps Ralph build the shelters. He 

defends Piggyvs role as a fire-bringer, and throws him his 

meat when Piggy is given none by Jack. He becomes indignant 

for Jack's blow at Piggy, and reaches him his broken glasses. 

In spite of his dislike for Jack, Simon advises him how to 

cure his wound when he is attacked by the boar. He is not 

afraid of the darkness and volunteers to cross the mountain 

to take comfort to Piggy and the littluns left behind. Fi

nally, it is his tenderness and charity what make Simon 

emerge as a savior who is ready to offer his life to rescue 

the boys from the depths of darkness. 

Simon is a visionary, who accordinr~ to Dick "has been 

18 In Hodson, p. 18. 
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blessed and cursed with the gift of prophecy but, like Cassan-

d . d , t b. . - '' 1 9 ra, is oomea o e ignorect. It is ironical that Simon, 

who has the power to see into the future, has great difficulty 

in expressing himself, and therefore to communicate his inward 

thoughts to others. If Piggy's rationalism makes him an out

sider, Simonrs intuition keeps him apart in utter isolation, 

which is worse than Piggy's, for even Ralph considers him 

"queer, funnyjf ( LO~_, p. 50). Bes id es, his shyness and constant 

fit:s mark him as nbat:tyn (LOF, p. 122), and all his remarks 

about human nature are received with derision. 

Mockery and incredulity pursue Simon. The boys around 

him giggle when Ralph chooses him to ascend the mountain in 

the first exploration, and cruelly jeer at Simon's effort in 

trying to explain "mankind 9 s essential illness 11 (LOF'.) p. 97). 

Sarcastically, Ralph asks Simon, "Gota ship in your pocket?" 

(LQF, p. 122), when Simon tells him that he will return 

safely to the adult world. At the same time, Simon implies 

that he is to remain on the island, far he does not include 

himself in this prophecy. Simon resents Ralph's reply 

qualifying him as ''batty. 11 Indeed, he "shook his head 

violently till the coarse black hair flew backwards and 

19n· k 27 lC , p. · . 
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forwards across his face. "'No. I 'm not 1 n (LOF, p. 122). 

Later the Lord of the Flies tempts Simon by calling him 

ignorant and silly, one who will be regarded permanently as 

batty, and who will lose the boysj affection unless he joins 

them in their cruel games: 

'Don't you agree?' said the Lord of the Flies. 
'Aren't you justa silly little boy?' 

Simon answered him in the same silent voice. 
'Well then.' said the Lord of the Flies, 'you'd 

better run off and play with the oth~rs . They 
think you're batty. You don't want Ralph to think 
you're batty, do you? You like Ralph a lot, don't 
you? A.ncl Piggy, and ~r a.ck?' ( LO~:; p. 15 8). 

The Lord of the Flies is partia.lly right. Simon is too 

little to take such a terrible responsibility as the boys ' 

salvation, but he knows exactly what is wrong with the boys , 

and resists the temptation of being accepted and understood 

in exchange for his moral integrity º 

Simon's hallucinatory dialogue with the Lord of the Flies 

is the metaphorical devioe that Golding uses to substantia t e 

Simon's previous visions about evil and the beast. Simon was 

the first boy to recognize that the island was nota paradis e 

anymore, for fear spread among the boys as "if it wasn't a 

good island" (LOF, p. 56). Simon's idea about "the infinite 

cynicism of adult life 11 is confirmed by his talk with the 
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Lord of the Flies, who also shares the belief that every

thing in the outside world is na bad businessn (LOf, p. 151). 

The head continues his interrogation: 

'What are you doing out here all alone? Aren't 
you afraid of me? r 

Simon shook:. 
'There isn't anyone to help you. Only me. And 

I 1m the beast. ' 
Simon's mouth laboured, brought forth audible 

words. 
'Pig's head on a stick:' (LOF, p.158). 

Simon despises the head because he sees it for what it is, an 

obj ect wi thout power over• him. Indeed, nthe pig' s head is 

only an external device for referring to the evil that is 

20 within people," says Hodson. Besides, Simon k:nows that man 

can only help himself by self-knowledge and will power. 

The ~ead insists: 

'Fancy thinking the Beast was something you could 
hunt and kill!' said the head. Far a moment or two 
the forest and all the other dimly appreciated 
places echoed with the parody of laughter. 'You 
knew, didn't you? I'm part of you? Close, close, 
close! I'm the reason why it's no go? Why things 
are what they are?¡ (LOF, p. 158). 

Simon is not afraid of the head, because he is certain that 

evil, which is momentarily personified in the disgusting 

20 Hodson, p. 26. 
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pig's head, is part of himself. The head, as if it were 

reading his mind tempts him, "Get back to the others and 

we'll forget the whole thing 11 (LOF, p. 158). The head 

intimidates him further and announces Simon, his immediate 

death, in which Ralph, Piggy, and all the boys will 

participate. The head continues: 

'This is ridiculous. You know perfectly well 
you'll only meet me down there ___ so don't try 
to escape!' 

Simon's body was arched and stiff. The Lord 
of the Flies spoke in the voice of a schoolmaster. 

'This has gone quite far enough. My poor 
misguided child, do you think you know better than 
I do?' 

There was a pause. 
'Iim warning you. I'm going to get waxy. 

D'you see? You're not wanted. Understand? We 
are going to have fun on this island. Understand? 
We are going to have fun on this island! So don't 
try it on, my poor misguided boy, or else 

Simon found he was looking into a vast m_ o_u_t_h ___ _ 
There was blackness within, a blackness that spread. 

' Or else,' said the Lord of the Flies, 'we 
shall do you. See? lJack and Roger and Maurice and 
Robert and Bill and Piggy and Ralph. Do you. See?' 
(LOF, pp.158-9t 

But the Lord of the Flies cannot persuad e him, and Simon sets 

out to the top of the mountain, for "what else is there to 

do?" ( LO F, p. 161) . 

Humble acceptance of his duty and great compassion for 

his fellow menare Simon's essential virtues . He understands 
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that the only way towards salvation is to face the beast. 

In his ascent, Simon is caught by the creepers, as if the y 

were snakes that tried to stop him, but he shakes them with 

energy and continues on his way. Indeed, "he pushed on, 

staggering sometimes with his weariness but never stopping. 

The usual brightness was gone from his eyes and he walked 

with a sort of glum determination lik.e an old. man 11 (LOF, 

p. 161). Before Simon finds the airman, he has forseen that 

the beast is a kind of corruption that man carries within. 

When he asks the assembly "What 1 s the dirtiest thing there 

is? 1' Jack drops as an answer nthe one eructe expressive 

syllable" (~QF, p. 97). This is why Simon, whenever he 

thinks of the beast, imagines itas na human at once heroic 

and sick" (LOF, p. 113). And this is exactly what the beast, 

the parachutist on top of the mountain is. It is a corrupted 

thing that inspires pity and repulsion, and makes Simon 

become literally sick, for the discovery is too overwhelming 

for him. As Dick corroborates, H ••• the beast is in man; and, 

when it expresses itself, it is in the form of a rotting 

21 self-portrait. 0 It is with great compassion that Simon 

frees the parachutist from the nwind's ind.ignity" (LOF, p 162), 

allowing him to rest. Although weak and in pain, Simon 

hurries down to the beach to tell the boys that there is 

21D. k lC, p. 28. 
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nothing to fear anymore, that the beast is harmless and, if 

horrible, it is because it reflects man's spiritual ugliness . 

Ironically, Simon is murdered before he can deliver his 

message of peace and self-liberation. He undergoes the fate 

of many martyrs who die in the hands of those they attempt 

to save. When Simon at length achieves a vision so clear 

tha t i t is readily communicable, Niemeyer p()ints out, "he is 

killed by the pig hunters in their insane belief that he 

is the very evil which he alone has not only understood but 

actually exorcised. Like the martyr, he is killed for being 

precisely what he is not. n 22 Simon 1 s tl"agedy is that his 

martyrdom does not help to liberate the boys, who become 

more savage after his murder. 

Simon does achieve his aim, self-knowledge, but if he 

cannot transform any other person except himself, then what 

is the reason of his participation in the novel, or rather , 

what is the value of his self-sacrifice? The conclusion is 

that neither Piggy, the rationalist, nor o· ,_)lffiOD 5 

has the key to the solution of man's darkness. 

the mystic, 

Both are 

necessary in society, but the real battle has to be given 

by a combination of both strengths which are represented by 

22 Céll..,l Niemeyer '.; "The Coral Island Revisited, · t College English, 
22 (January, 1961), in LOF (C), p. 221. 
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Ralph. Simon's murder does affect Ralph's soul, for it 

provokes in him a sense of guilt that leads to his self

analysis, and eventually contributes to his enlightenment. 

The fact that Ralph survives is a way to compensate for 

Simon's "failure" in the novel. The hope is that Ralph will 

play the role of an apostle who will try to impart his insight 

to his fellow men. 

ROGER 

Roger is the best exemplar of the innate depravity in 

man. He can hardly restrain himself, and then only because 

of the curbs of civilization. As soon as the moral condi -

tioning he is accustomed to fades, Roger reverts to savagery 

in a more murderous and colder way than even Jack himself. 

Early in the novel Roger throws stones to Henry aiming to 

miss, because he still feels "the taboo of the old school 

and policemen and the law" ( _LOF, p. 6 7) . Shortly, he 

becomes Jack's second in command, and strengthens the chief's 

power by cruel means. When Jack prods at the twins' ribs, 

Roger, around whom 11 the hangman's horror clung" (LOF, p. 201), 

joins Jack in torturing the twins: 

The yelling ceased, and Samneric lay looking up in 
quiet terror. Roger advanced upon them as one 
wielding a nameless authority (LOF, p. 201). 
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A f ew minutes earlier ;;RogerJ had\ edged past the Chief 

only just avoiding pushing him wi th his shoulder '' ( LOF '.) p. 201). 

That is , if Roger had the opportunity he would overthrow Jack 

and no doubt he would refine Jack's hard methods of controlling 

society. Roger's extreme sadism is overtly shown in the 

killing of the sow, when he brutally uses the sow's annus 

as a lodgment for his spear :-- moving it ,; forward inch by inch 17 

until ,:the terrified squealing 11 becomes 11 a highpi tched 

s cr eam n ( LO F , p. 14 9) . 

Ironically , Roger is introduced together with his 

counterpart Simon as belonging to the same church choir . 

Roger is presented as a ndark furtive boy whom no one knew ~ 

who kept to himself with an inner intensity of avoidance 

and secrecy" ( LOF :i p. 2 3) . Pr·e.sumably all the cho ir boys 

know each other and have developed a certain friendship 

before they land on the island . Then the fact that nobody 

knows Roger is to be interpreted not physically but spiritually. 

There is a parallelism between Roger and Simon that 

serves to emphasize the dark and light aspects of their 

personalities. Roger despises the littluns while Simon 

feeds them. Roger, like Simon ~ finds it difficult to talk 

in assemblies and to establish relationships with others. 

Both boys show a tendency to isolation ~ but Roger's is due 
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to his sinister personality, which inspires terror in the 

boys. Indeed, this is the word that the twins use to describe 

Jack and Roger's behavior. 

Neither Simon nor Roger is. afraid of the darkness. 

Simon wanders fearlessly in the forest at night because of 

his inner peace and lave for nature. Roger feels at ease 

with darkness because evil has totally engulfed him. Roger 

does not fear the beast because he is certain that it exists 

outside himself, and that it can be either exterminated or 

propitiated. Finally, Simon exorcises evil, in the form of 

the parachutist, by infinite compassion, whereas Roger helps 

to enthronize the Lord of the Flies by hate and bloodlust. 

Roger's dehumanization culminates when "with a sense of 

deliricus abandonment 11 (_!-iOF_:} p. 200), he releas es the huge 

rock that kills Piggy. After the mur•der he calmly joins the 

hunters, reminding the readeri of those concentration camp 

guards who devoted themselves to the extermination of their 

fellow menº 11 Here the double edge o.f Golding's satire is 

most evident for though he harshly criticizes Western 

civilization in Lord of the Flies, he also sees a need fer 

the kind of restraint offered by civilization to people like 
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Roger" 23 says Hillegas. Thus, the author has illustrated 

through his darkest character what happens when order, justice, 

love, and respect for human life are forgotten in society. 

SAMNERIC (SAM AND ERIC) 

The twins' cheerfulness contrasts with Roger's sinister 

personality. While Roger gives in readily to wickedness, 

the twins stay beside Ralph longer than anybody else. They 

support him ugtil nearly the end, when they are forced to 

join Jack's tribe. They introduce, tcgether with Maurice, 

a sense of humor into the island~ They do everything 

simultaneously and have a peculiar way of speaking--one 

starts a sentence, and the other completes it. Even when 

they discover the beast, they describe it in a comic way, 

for they exaggerate the beast's attributes and their own 

flight. 

Although one of the twins betrays Ralph and reveals his 

hiding place, they remain compassionate characters. They 

throw Ralph a piece of meat when he is starving. They follow 

Piggy's instruction to offer Ralph fruit when he is on the 

verge of despair, and happily help wit:h the fire, "The twins 

23 ·11 67 Hi egas, p. º 
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carne, dragging a great log and grinning in their triumph 17 

(_LOF, p. 14 5). Afte1"'wards, they lie about their presumable 

participation in Simon's murder to hide their shame and 

repentance; so they argue: 

nwe left early,n said Piggy quickly, nbecause we 
were tired. 11 

n So did we t i 

n very early n 

u- --we were very tired. 11 

Sam -touched a scratch on his forehead and then 
hurriedly took his hand away. Eric fingered his 
split lip. 

1'Yes. We were very tired, n repeated Sam, "so we 
lef t ear ly. Was i t a good 11 

The a.ir was heavy with unspoken knowledge. Sam 
twisted and the obscene wcrd shot out of him. n 

dance?" ( LOF, p. 1 7 .5) • 
---

It is as a sort of expiation anda proof of their faith in 

justice that they accompany Ralph and Piggy to Castle Rock. 

Once there, Jack orders his savages to grab the twins and 

tie them in order to beat them. The twins first make an 

effort to endure torture, but having to choose between death 

and honor they very humanly decide to survive. They demon-

strate, with their acceptance to belong lito a demented but 

partly secure society 11 (LOF, p. 167) 3 that evil is a powerful 

force that tempts and corrupts even decent common people. 
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THE CHOIR BOYS 

The characters that fall into the "light" category are 

presented first in great expectation and joy, while the choir 

boys who will indentify with darkness, are significantly 

introduced after a solemn pause that serves as a separation 

or barrier between the two forces that are going to be in 

opposition in the novel: 

Al last Ralph ceased to blow and sat there, the 
conch trailing from one hctnd, his head on his knees. 
As the echoes died away so did the laughter and 
there was silence ( LOF, p. 2 O). 

Total silence welcome the choir boys who impress the rest 

of the children because of their nuniformed superiority" 

(LOF, p. 22), for they enter "marching approximately in step 

in two parallel lines and dressed in strangely eccentric 

clothing 11 (LOF, p. 20). Indeed, the choir boys remain a 

well disciplined unit until the end, Simon being the only 

separate member who splits. 

The personal description of the choir boys parallels 

most of the symbols that will identify them with the forces 

of evil, but i t is necessary to ob[3erve that in spi te of their 

black clothing, eccentric robes, silver crosses and badges, 
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discard of their school clothes, nakedness, and militarism, 

they behave boyshly and will react accordingly for a 

considerable length of time to make more noticeable their 

reversion in further chaptersº In their first presentation, 

they happily take off their black robes and mix up with the 

other children, vote for ~rack with ndreary obedienceí' (LOF, 

p. 24), and become obviously pleased with Ralph's election 

and with his decision of making them hunters. 

Hunting is used as one of the excuses to explain the 

abandonment of the boys' cultural and moral background. 

The choir boys belonged to a churchj but in their moments 

of despair and danger, they never pray or mention God. On 

the contrary, they canalize their fear by inventing a beast, 

proving that man undcr stress or not, feels the necessity 

of a superior force, and the kind of spiritual consolation 

man creates depends on the quality of his spiritual life. 

The more evil he is, the lower expression he finds. Jack and 

Roger are the exemplars of this darkest extreme. 

The use of a Christian choir makes more repulsive their 

spiritual reversion than if they had been average school 

boysº In a subtle way we are reminded in chapter eight, just 

a few minutes befare the killing of the sow~ the choir's 
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cruelest act so far~ that these boys were once sensible and 

sensitive children: 

Far off along the beach, Jack was standing 
before a small group of boys. He was looking 
brilliantly happyº 

"hunting, 11 he said. He si zed them up. Each 
of them wore the remains of a black cao and 
ages ago they had stood in two demure ~ows and 
their voices hQd been the song of angels (LOF, 
pp. 146-7). -

At the end > the choir appears together wi th the rest of the 

children, harmless and intimidated by the uniformed authority 

of the British Offic er, as onc2 the choir itself had impressed 

the rest of the boys. The irony is that this trained officer, 

under similar circQmstances, in fact he_is, might forget his 

military duties and become as cruel and despotic as the sav

age hunters. The choir demonstrates how little man has 

learned through the ages about his own nature. Man's physical 

evolution does not imply the disappearance or at least the 

narrowing of his dark side. 

THE LITTLUNS 

Finally, the littluris are the weak and defenseless 

section of society, easy victims of brutal authority because 
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of their mental laziness, easy-going nature, and lack of 

culture and self-determination. Golding says that the boys 

are below thc age of overt sex, for he does not want to 

complicate the issue with that relative triviality. The boys , 

he adds, do not have to fight far survival~ far 11 I do not want 

a Marxist exegesis. If disaster carne, it was not to come 

through the exploitation of one c1ass by another. It was to 

rise, simply and solely out of the nature of the brute. 1
'
24 

There are no girls on the island then, partly to emphasize 

brotherhood, understanding and affection among people 

independently of sex, partly to indicate i:hat paradise is 

lost not because of the relationship between man and woman, 

but rather because of disobedience, destruction of law and 

arder, murder, and treachery. 

24 H.G., p. 89. 



SUMMARY 



Gregor and Kinkead-Weekes believe Golding's fiction to 

be ºtoo complex and many-sided to be reducible to a thesis 

1 · ·, 1 h 1 I h . 1 ,_ h . anda conc usion,' nevert e ess, t in~ t1IBt te preceding 

analysis of the elements of Goldingrs fictional world has 

demonstrated:(1) his belief in the existence of evil in the 

world and its ineradicable place in human nature, (2) the 

futility of man 1 s illusions about himself, progress, and 

social insti tutions, and ( 3) the need for self--awareness. 

In his novels, Golding offers usa compassionate and 

accurate examination of modern man and his weaknesses, 

Keeping up appearances, smugness, and superficial goods are 

more important than spiritual values to a society in which 

materialism and science substitute religion. Man feels 

protected by social laws, technology and education. He is 

proud of his control over the environment:1 and thinks that 

nothing can alter this scheme. If there 1s evil, it comes 

from an exterior force and can be easily overcome. Indeed, 

modern man has become his own God, as Green says, 2 and 

children are sacred. Thus, the choice of choir children 

in Lord of the Flies as exemplars of average decent people, 

who succumb to darkness when hope in a better world ora 

1 Gregor and Kinkead-Weekes, p. 164. 

2 Green, p. 172. 
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life hereafter is lost, illustrates one of the main problems 

that contemporary man confronts and has to salve if he wants 

to preserve his humanity. 

Lord of the Flies shows how easily man forgets his 

dignity and high standards of living, and how quickly he 

regresses to caves and savage r·i tes--symbols of man ' s atavism-

when spiritual beliefs and social restraints abandon him . It 

also stresses manvs difficulty in getting rid of an ancestral 

fear which makes him create idols, such as the beast. This 

points out that superstition is a powerful distorting agent 

in the individual which eventually leads him to his destruc-

tion. Religion could be the means of spiritual improvement, 

but it could be used as well by unscrupulous rulers to manipu

late society,as Jack does with the hunters. The novel also 

3 illustrates that archaic vestigesjas the need for a scapsgoat 

to blame for human sins,are still deeply rooted in modern man, 

who has proved with the murder of hundreds of people and even 

whole communities, how little man has progressed spiritually 

since prehistoric times) for he still clings to his myths , 

taboos, and exorcisms. The hunters? ritual songs and dances , 

3"Primitive man had satisfied his sense of guilt by transferring it to 
a scapegoat who was put to death in atonE31lent for the misdeeds of the 
carrnunity_n Henry Bamford Parkes, Gcxis and Men: The Origins of Western 
Culture in lDF (N) j p. 270. -
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their cannibalis tic totem mea.l:; and their animal and human 

sacrifices demonstrate man's degradation and wickedness. But 

it is through Jack's foundation of the cult to the Lord of 

the Flies, Beelzebub, the symbol of everlasting evil, that 

the novel best illustrates that darkness is part of every 

individual's soul. In short, the combination of mythological 

elements, contrasting images and anima)- symbolism contribute, 

as Guerin observes, 11 to take us back to the beginnings of 

mankind's oldest rituals and beliefs and deep into our own 

individual hearts of darkness º i;
4 

Golding seeks to nexplore an~ understand the myth of 

paradise lostm 5~n his novels,as Gregor and Kinkead-Weekes 

state. In Lord of the Flies he offers an ironical presen

tation of this myth that serves to illustrate the disinte

gration of the self and society. Golding shows that man 9 s 

longing for a return toan original com.munal state without 

tensions between good and evil is an illusion. The boys 

are isolated on a nnatural paradise ~· an uncorrupted Eden 

offering all the lush abundance of the primal earth," 6 as 

Baker says. They do not have to struggle for physical 

4wilfred L. Guerin:, A Handbook of Critical ApProaches to Literat:ure 
(Harper and Row: New York, 1966), p. :l'+9. 

5 Gregor and ·Kinkead-Weeks, p. 158 

6 Ba.k:erJ LO[_(C): p. xxi. 
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survival orto liberate themselves from s0cial exploitation. 

But the boys do not strive to maintain their paradise. On 

the contrary, they soon reproduce the chaotic world from 

which they were escaping, converting paradise into hell. 

Golding also wants his reader to realize the threats 

and benefits of civilization. Social curbs are necessary 

to control violence and low passions, but civilization alone 

--without faith in a spiritual world-·- cannot restrain the 

most powerful nations from getting involved in an atomic 

war orto prevent their exploitation of the weakest. In 

Lord of the Flies the boys engage themselves in a cruel war 

as soon as they discard their religious and civilized back

ground, showing no concern for the littlunsv welfare. The 

novel also _ that now that the destiny of man is 

more directly in his own hands than ever befare, it is 

important to understand Golding's message that technology, 

politics, and education are not enough to rescue man from 

himself. Technology and moral awareness must go together, 

and man should establish a bridge between science and the 

arts to stop his dehumanization and destruction. 

But not everything is somber in Golding 1 s world. It is 

in his dual vision of man as it is expressed in Simon 1 s 

concept of the beast--the dead parachutist-- as a being at 
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once nheroic and sickq (LOF;, p. 113) 5 that Golding's optimism 

is best reflected . Indeed, though man is capable of ninfinite 

cynicism :, n as the Lord of the Flies says :i he is also able of 

experiencing great compassion and willingness to sacrifice 

himself for othersu 

This dichotomy 1s illustrated by Golding 's characters, 

especially by Ralph who proves to be as vulnerable to the 

drives that lead to murder as the savage hunters are. But 

he realizes his weakness and exercises his will power and 

reason to survive and remain civilized. In this struggle 

between reason and irrationality, darkness apparently 

triumphs by the end of the novel, but Ralph's enlightenment 

after his educational journey of self-awareness pro ves 

Golding's belief that there is still nhope for humanity in 

self-knowledge~ attained and practis ed by the individua1, n7 

as Green corroborates. 

Thus, Ralph, unlike other modern heroes , does not return 

to his worict defeated, for he does have a message, a new 

insight about human nature to communicate to his fellow men. 

Then, contrary to sorne modern novelistsv pessimistic vision 

about manvs salvation, Golding's view is ultimately one of 

7, 
Green, p. 172 . 
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hope and faithº 

In Simon 7 s courage to face the Lord of the Flies, 

his liberation of the nbeast ~ 11 his acceptance of those who 

suffer and those who sin, Golding shows his compassion for 

man, and stresses the need for mysticism in the world. It 

is then to the education of the heroic and spiritual side of 

humanity that man should direct his efforts. 

Finally 1 it is encouraging to find a modern writer who 

tries to educate his audience towards the acceptance of 

the Greek creed 11 Know yourself 5 " if notas a solution to 

man's calamities, at least as the first step in starting to 

control evil in the world, for recognition of the power of 

the darkness within helps to illuminate our understanding 

of human nature. 



APPENDIX 



William Gerald Golding was born on September 19, 1911, 

in St. Columb Minor, a small town near Newquay, in Cornwall. 

He spent his childhood and boyhood in Marlbourough. His mother 

worked for the sufragette movement, and his father was Senior 

Assistant Master at Marlbourough Grammar School. Golding re-

calls his father as ,. . . . 1· 1 'incarnate omniscience, ·· for he was a 

skillfull man who could carve a mantelpiece ora jewel box 

as well as explain calculus, geography, physics, zoology or 

chemistry. He wrote many textbooks on science, anda 

cosmology that Golding says he cculd pass for his own work, 

for his father never told anybody else. He played several 

instruments--and so does Golding. He was an active political 

participant who hated nobody except the Tories. He was a 

profoundly moral man, although as a scientific rationalist 

he had no religious beliefs .. Golding considers that nhe 

wasn't a man who scoffed at God. He was a man who regretted 

God so profoundly that he almost believed in Him. Like 

saying 'There's no God, I've told Him 80 • V í! 
2 In short, his 

world was one of sanity and logic and fascination. 

In this atmosphere of affection and scientific devotion 

Golding was educated to become a scientist. At the age of 

nineteen he was sent to Brasenose CollegeJ Oxford, where he 

1 H.G., p. 168 C, 

2 ·1 84 B.i es, p. '. 136 
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took science mainly to please his father). After two years of 

attending science classes and reading literature widely, 

Golding switched to arts. In 1935 he graduated in English 

literature, and shortly afterwards he gota diploma in teaching. 

The shift from science to the arts lS significant, for ·+ lL 

indicates one of Goldingis preoccupations throughout his 

work. 3 

Golding worries about the excessive weight that education 

gives to science in detriment of the arts. He says that 

science can cure a disease, increase production or ensure 

defense, but it can do little, if anything, to salve the 

4 problems of the self, like boredom, selfishness or fear. 

Science relies on measurement and analysis') and therefore 

cannot tell what is just or unjust 5 beautiful or ugly. Thes e 

distinctions are only made by the methods of philosophy and 

the arts. Golding criticizes scientists for their lack of 

in tui tion and imagination. He thinks tha t those are qualities 

3"The switch exhibits a tension between the arts and sciences which was 
to run through Goldingrs life, and can be seen not only in the shape his 
novels take, but in the dichotany they often seern to propose between 
rational and religious rnan. 11 Clive Pemberton, William Golding , ed. Ian 
Scott-Kilbert (London: 1.Dngmans, Green & Co., 1969), pº . 6. 

4ªBut my career was to be a scientific oneº Science was busy clearing 
up the universe. There was ne place in this exquisitely logical universe 
for the terror of darkness º There was darkness , of course 5 but i t was 
just darkness~ the absence of light ... though the march of science was 
irresistible'.) its path did not lie th0ough my particular darkness.n 
11The ladder and the Tl..,ee,. 1

í :tf.G., pp. 172-3. 
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only present in great poe ts or scientists? who ar e able to 

see the unity of s e pa rate phenomona . Knowledge , for Golding, 

is just one. Therefor e , he rejects the strict delimitation 

among the areas of humanities, pure sciences '.) and technology. 

It is towards the integration of these areas that Golding 

believe s education should direct its efforts . 

Golding adds that science is affecting language. Present 

society demands more technicians than humanists , and education 

is being reduced to mer e training. The emphasis given to 

experiments demands a special technical language that prevents 

the students from appreciating a literary work . If the 

average trained student wants to r s ad a novel oran essay, 

he practically has to master another range of vocabulary, 

another language. For all this, Golding believes that 

education is helping to create na world where it is better to 

be envied than ignored, better to be well-paid than happy, 

better to be successful than good , better to be vile, than 

· 1 d ,,S vi e-esteeme . · 

In 1939 Golding got married and the following year he 

joined the Royal Navy. As command er o f a minesweeper anda 

destroyer, he participated in the D-Day landings, and 

5 
H.G., p . 163 . 
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witnessed the sinking of the Bismarckº Since Golding's early 

childhood and adulthood coincided with the World Wars I and II, 

it is not surprising that war is the background of hi s first 

four novels. 

Much of Golding's life is revealed in his essays j 

especially in his autobiographical one ~ '1The Ladder and the 

Tree, 11 where he evokes his early memo:r,ies : the old house 

next to a churc~yard in Marlbourough and his fear of darkness 

--that will later become a recurring theme in his novels, 

Golding recalls that in the churchyard the headstones were 

flat against the wall of their gardenº So he wondered if 

the feet and the rest of the bodies were below their lawn . 

As the sun rose, the shadows of the tombs lengthened , 

exerting a terrifying effect upon him. His fear increased 

whenever he went to the cellar, which was next to he lawn . 

His father had made him a swing in the cellar but he never 

played here unless with company. Golding says that whe~ever 

he felt the terrors of darkness, tombs, and cellars he had 

wished to pray) for God would have been a consolation, but 

his parents \'1had thrown Him out. 'i' 
6 

In Gclding the cellar stands for the irrational fear 

that takes hold of the mind in the absence of light. In 

6
H • G º , p . 173 
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Pincher Martin 5 for example;) the cellar ;, represents more 

than chi ldhood terrors ; a whole philosophy in fact - - --
suggesting that God is the thing we turn a way from into life 

and therefore we hate and fear Him and make a darkness ther e . n7 

Golding also tells that there wa s a tree in the ir garden 

which he clirnbed toread and dream in isolation, where he 

could escap e from 11 the darkness of the churchyard . .. and the 

proper requi1~ements of growing up. 'j, 
8 It is after this tree , 

that Golding named one of the characters in The Inheritors 

"Chess.nut Tree. rí It is from the top of a tree that Fa and 

Lok ~ stirring the leaves aside , see the love-making scene 

between Tuami and Vivani , without fully understanding their 

gestures . Neither did the author as a boy understand a 

similar scene frorn his tree: 

7 

Here~ stirring the leaves aside, I could look down 
at the strangers in that world from which we were 
cut off and reflect on their nature ... the man and 
the woman stood by the wall under me , she against 
it, he pressing her hard , and they wrestled and 
murmured gently. She would take her mouth away 
from his face and say 'no, no, no 7 ,and put it 
back again. His moony hand was in her neck. Then 
he began to undo something near her neck and she 
said ' no, no , no', more earnestly and laughed and 
giggled. But his hand went into her chest and 
she gave a gasp of pain like being p~icked with a 
pin or having something raw touched.9 

H.G., p. 169. 
8H.G., p , 171 
9
Ibidº 
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Golding communicates L:tter. to the Neander.thal minds his own 

irtnocence - t1s a chilcl. 

In the same essay, another important theme is pointed 

out; the author í s childhood loneliness] that becomes isolation 

in his novels º Golding says in nBilly the Kid :i •
1 another auto 

biographical essay '; that nno one had suggested :, before this 

time , that anything mattered .outside myself. I had known 

no one outside my family ___ nothing but walks with Lily or 

1 1 . - b . h 10 . my parents, and ong ho ictays y a Cor.nis. sea. Golding 

grew up being the center of his family, which made him an 

outsider in school, in the same way that Piggy is . In these 

essays Golding constantly mentions the sea, which he ~ like 

Ralph, loves and fears. It is not surprising then that the 

settings of his novels are isolated surroundings, and that 

there is profusion of water imagery. 

Befare the war Golding had been an actor , a producer , 

anda poet. He wrote a book of poems in 1934 that soon 

went out of print. Golding recognizes, not without pain , 

his failure as a poet. He confesses that he writes prose, 

because he cannot write poetry. However, lyrism always 

enriches his prose. Once thr::- war was over 1 Golding r.eturned 

to lus teacning job~ but his philosopny of life·nad crnnged drastically. 

lOH . 5ª_._, p. 159 ., 
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Befare the war he had been an optimist who believed in the 

perfectibility of man by rational effort and good will . But 

in the war he saw so much cruelty that he started analizing 

the nature of evil in man in his novels. He decided to study 

the connection between man 7 s diseased nature and the origin 

and consequences of his disease. To this period belong bis 

early works; Lord of the Flies (1954), The Inheritors (1955 ) 5 

Pincher Martin (1956) and The Brass Butterf!Y (1958). 

Golding resigned frorn his teaching position in 1962 to 

engage himself fully in writing. To his second period belong 

The Spire (1964), The Hot Gates and Other Occasional Pieces 

(1965), The Pyramid (1967) 5 and The Scorpion God (1971). 

In The Pyramid and The Scorp ion God there are sorne optimism 

and sense of humo~ that constrast with Golding's previous 

work and which may indicate a new direction in his work and 

ideas . Financial success has allowed Golding to travel 

widely (he spent ayear in the United States as a writer in 

residence), but most of the time he prefers to stay at his 

home in Wiltshire, England, where he lives with his wife 

and two children. Since Golding is .writing full time now, 

it is possible that the best of his work is yet to come. 
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